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H

appy holidays! Let us open this issue of our
magazine with our best wishes for your holidays. Sure, we have too many thoughts in our
head and fears for what we are going to find
when we come back to work, there’s no denying it. But
we have all deserved to take a deep breath, to move our
eyes away from the usual scenario. Maybe, if you look at
things from a distance, you can see more clearly... who
knows? Let it be a time for personal relations and feelings. They are essential.
We have a feeling that, despite many doubts and questions, the wind has changed. We felt this at the Acimall
assembly, reported on page 50, and we see this in the
figures presented at the Saloni in Milan (on page 52).
In both instances, the status of the economic situation
was illustrated together with significant remarks which
– we are sure – attending entrepreneurs will take into
due account.

There are many in-depth reports in this July-August
issue. Unlike recent past, we have been overwhelmed
with stories to tell. As you know, we inform you in real
time on xylon.it; here, we offer detailed analysis. We
perceive more liveliness, we receive invitations to more
events and press conferences. It seems that, little by little, the engine is re-starting.
We felt this strongly at Interzum (on page 22) and at
Ligna (on page 24). Your can read about it in our “postDeutschland” reports, in the positive figures of Biesse
Group or the opinions of Giben.
And we could not talk about many more things they told
us in Germany; we will come back to that in the September/October issue, we had no more space in this one.
We can go on holidays with a bit more optimism, can’t
we? Enjoy your reading. ■

ERNESTOMEDA
Self-sufficient with solar energy

news
Ernestomeda, a leader in the market
for high-end kitchen design, confirms
its commitment to environmental sustainability and renewable energy. In
particular was officially launched, just
to coincide with World Environment
Day celebrated on June 5, the new
photovoltaic system that will satisfy
the entire annual energy needs of the
company.
Ernestomeda has indeed replaced
the asbestos roof on the surface of the
plant (16 thousand square meters)
with polyurethane insulation panels, installing a photovoltaic system, a power of 1.2 Mwp over the entire roof.
This option allows the annual production amounted to 1,360,000 KwH of energy and avoids the emission of ap-

proximately 518thousand kilograms of
carbon dioxide equivalent to that absorbed by 93,800 trees.
Ernestomeda has officially opened on
9 June, the new flagship store in Istanbul (Turkey).
Ernestomeda is present in Turkey from
the beginning and turkish market has
always been considered a strategic one
with great potential for growth.
The opening of a flagship store in Istanbul is an important step to consolidate the company's presence in the
country. The new showroom of 250
square meters, located in the European part of the capital, offers top of the
range models such Ernestomeda "Barrique", "Elektra", "Silverbox", "One" and
"Tornasole”. ■

AWARDS
Hoco Italia is now partner of "CasaClima"
"Having obtained the certificate of
partners "CasaClima ", which confirms
our commitment and our quality, makes
us very proud, and encourages us to
continue our way of living on this
green," says Monica Gasperotti, sales
manager Hoco Italia (www.hoco.it).
Hoco windows, made of different ma-

terials like pvc, wood and aluminum, are
aimed at energy conservation through
advanced studies and research.
This important award recognizes companies that offer products with special
focus on energy saving and showing
great respect for nature and environmental protection. ■

AWARDS
“Schweighofer Prize 2011”

GERMANY
Increased kitchen exports

Dieter Siempelkamp is the top award
winner of the “Schweighofer Prize
2011”. The European innovation award
for forestry and wood technology was
presented in Vienna, on June 16, 2011.
The jury awarded the chairman of the advisory board of Siempelkamp Group for
his outstanding achievements in the
wood-based products industry. ■

In the first quarter of 2011 exports of
kitchen furniture from Germany increased by 2.8 percent compared to
the same period last year. France,
Switzerland, China, Italy and Russia
were the best markets. In the first three
months of 2011, the best market was
France where have been directed 22
percent of exports. ■

CATAS
Change at top management
Unanimously approved the
budget for the year 2010
and renewed the top management of Catas’ Institute
based in San Giovanni al
Natisone. Roberto Snaidero,
appointed as president of
Federlegno-Arredo passes
the baton to Michele Bressan, a young entrepreneur
from San Giovanni al Natisone.
Michele Bressan.
Born in 1970, Michele Bressan is present in the family
business that operates in rail transport. positive: the value of sales is over 4.5
President since 2005 of the Young million. The year 2010 was the first year
Entrepreneurs Association of small during which Catas worked both in the
businesses in Udine, and board mem- institutional sector of the wood and furber of Friuli Training Consortium and of niture and in the agrifood and environyouth entrepreneurship of Chamber of ment one, after the granting of the speCommerce of Udine, in recent years cial environment of the Chamber of
has gained the necessary experience Commerce of Udine (main shareholdto grasp the baton of a role to which he er of Catas).
intends to give momentum and proac- The core business of Catas is contiveness.
firmed to be always that of the tests,
The new president will be accompanied that during the year were more than
by advisers Franco Buttazzoni (new 29,500 over the previous year, an invice president), Matteo Tonon (new vice crease of 9.1 percent.
president), Elsa Bigai, Luciano Di Product certification is a key objective
Bernardo, Franco Di Fonzo, Mauro of the Institute which aims to compaManassero, Luciano Snider, Angelo nies as a means of technological inSperanza (Ceo) and Fabiano Zuiani. novation, while remaining on the side
Despite the economic recovery is still of the productive world at local, national
very slow, the 2010 budget of Catas is and International level. ■

NEWS

FEDERLEGNOARREDO
Roberto Snaidero president

ASSOLEGNO
Paolo Ninatti reappointed

EDILEGNO
Lualdi reconfirmed president

Roberto Snaidero has been designated by FederlegnoArredo Committee, with
46 votes on 63 eligible, for the presidency
of the federation for the next three years.
The appointment has been ratified during the annual Assembly held on June
6 last. Snaidero takes back the “witness”
who had left in 2008 to Rosario Messina, in a sign of continuity of work and
goals on projects involving international promotion through business missions
to countries emerging that can put a definite advantage to businesses. Research into new foreign markets for developing business opportunities for
companies and institutions on lobbying
the Italian government to support companies across the supply chain. ■

Paolo Ninatti has been reappointed for
the next three years to lead Assolegno, the association of FederlegnoArredo that combines sectors of
first processing, carpentry, big wood
laminated structures and wood homes
and buildings. During the annual meeting, where the mandate was reconfirmed, the president Ninatti has got to
take stock of the past three years and
glancing at the next few years. ■

Alberto Lualdi has been reconfirmed
president of EdilegnoArredo, the Association of FederlegnoArredo gathering the manufacturers of building
products, for the period 2011-2014.
From the confirmation of the charges
is starting the work of the association
which continues its strong activitiy in
support of members to exit the difficult
economic situation. Internationalization
and social housing will be instead the
aspects to work in order to help companies out of this difficult moment. ■

FEDECOMLEGNO
The annual meeting of Fedecomlegno
The annual meeting Fedecomlegno, the association of FederlegnoArredo which is gathering importers, traders and
agents of wood raw material, held in Milan, was an occasion to reaffirm at the head of the association Giampiero
Paganoni to highlight the work done until now, and to present future projects, including adaptation to European standards on the 'Due Diligence' which became European law
and will take effect starting March 3, 2013.
In addition to the reelection of the President, the Board was
called to appoint Vice presidents Roberto Tengg, Stefano
Cora and Enzo Poli and the representatives of the council Roberto Tengg and Eugenio Bellotti.
President Paganoni also presented the operational reorganization following the recent opening in Milan, Foro Buonaparte 65, of a new site, intended to facilitate and
strengthen synergies with the other nine groups of FederlegnoArredo.
The 'Due Diligence' requires that the importer of timber is
established through risk management, the legality of timber
imports to be accompanied by appropriate documentation
that verifies the law, when we identified four classes of risk.
It is therefore a system that allows you to track purchases
of timber, both EU and those outside the EU. ■



 
  

CONFERENCE
"Rediscovering Wood"
An International Conference and Exhibition on the art and joy
of wood (www.artjoywood.org) "Rediscovering wood: the key
to a sustainable future" will be held on 19-22 October 2011,
Bangalore, India. This conference and exhibition is one of a
number of global events to celebrate the International Year
of Forests. It has been proposed in the firm belief that greater
wood use can make a significant and valuable contribution
to society’s desire for a more sustainable future. It is also based
on the conviction that a sustainable and prosperous forest
products sector is essential for sustainable forest management. The overall aim of the conference is to help participants
understand the outlook for wood products and develop strategies for future development. This conference and exhibition
is being hosted by the Indian Ministry of Environment and
Forests and is being organised by the Institue of Wood Science and Technology, Indian Plywood Industries Research
and Training Institute and Indian Forest Research Institute,
in collaboration with the Food and Agriculture Organization
of the United Nations, International Wood Culture Society and
International Union of Forest Research Organizations. ■
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NEWS

flash news
FAIRS At 16 months after the inauguration of the Orgatec 2012, we are
already in the midst of preparations for
the international leading trade fair for
the office of facilities & services,
scheduled for 23 to 27 October 2012.
Just one week after the inscriptions
have already received numerous
recordings.

FAIRS
Zow in Germany and Russia
Sales for Zow 2012, which is going to
run between 6 and 9 February at the
exhibition centre Bad Salzuflen, are off
to a great start.
Barely three months after Zow 2011 has
ended, half of the planned exhibition
space in the Zow halls for 2012 has already been booked.
In Russia, the Winter Olympics 2014
and the 2018 Soccer World Cup are
boosting the economy.

Experts expect a Gdp growth rate of 45 percent for 2011 and 2012.
Behind this backdrop, the fifth Zow
2011, supplier fair for the furniture industry and interior design, is going to
run in parallel to Mebel from 21-25 November 2011 at Expocentr in Moscow.
In 2011 the trade fair will be spearheaded by the St.Petersburg-based
trade fair organiser Restec Exhibition
company for the second time. ■

GERMANY In the first quarter of
2011 the turnover of manufacturers of
office furniture has increased by
23.1 percent compared to the same
period last year, so notifies the association Bso. The internal market has
marked an increase of 24.3 percent,
exports by 20.3 percent.
The best results in the storage units
(+ 25.9 percent).

AWARDS Pavanello Serramenti,
one of the leading companies in Italy
for the wooden and wood-aluminum
windows, has been awarded the prestigious "CasaClima Quality Window" for
its "Linea Europa " a voluntarily statement providing customers with high
quality of the window.

POLAND According to Eurostat
communications, exports of furniture
from Poland increased by 13 percent
in 2010. In Eu countries have been exported furniture worth € 5.042 billion
with an increase of 11 percent.

FAIRS
Holz-Handwerk 2012
From 21st to 24th March 2012 it will be
time once again: all the wood-working
trades are coming to Nuremberg for
Holz-Handwerk. Every two years in
combination with fensterbau/frontale,
International Trade Fair Window, Doors
and Facade, the European Trade Fair
for Machine Technology, Equipment
and Supplies for the Wood Crafts
presents a unique sector forum. With

immediate effect exhibitors can register and participate in the event.
With 515 exhibitors from 17 countries,
Holz-Handwerk 2010 was once again
able to impressively confirm its status
as a very important wood-processing/working fair with the focus on Central Europe. The indications for the
forthcoming edition of Holz-Handwerk
also point to a successful event. ■

KITCHENS
Febal kitchens in the Usa
After the success on the Usa market
during the show "Kbis2011" - Kitchen
and Bath International Show in Las Vegas last April, Colombini opens the first
showroom in the Usa. Located in New
Jersey, "EL Design Center" – this is the
name of the new space − is located just
10 minutes from Manhattan, New York

News in real time
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City. Inside the exhibition, Febal is
present with three models of kitchen:,
"Romantica" in glossy white, "City" in decorative sucupira and mono lacquered
cappuccino, "Cherry" in oak veneer
dark gray and lacquered matte white. ■

www.xylon.it

FAIRS
Seint is Zow’s new sales agency in Italy
Starting 1 June, Zow organiser Clarion Survey GmbH
(Bielefeld) has a new sales representative in Italy: Under
the leadership of Claudio Celata, the agency Seint
Servizi Espositivi Internazionali srl (Assago/Milano), will from
now on be responsible for the sales activities on the important Italian market for Zow Germany and Turkey.
Horst Rudolph, managing director at Clarion Survey, is very
pleased with the conclusion of the contract. Founded in
1984, Seint srl (www.seint.com) promotes international fairs
in the market segment industrial and consumer goods. An
important focus is the field of components and furniture.
Seint srl first worked for Asian trade fairs, particularly in China, Hong Kong, Korea and Vietnam.
Today, the international business circle also extends to
Turkey, Russia, the Middle East and North Africa. Managing
director Claudio Celata is looking forward to the new challenge. ■



   
 

FAIRS
Koelnmesse launches LivingInteriors
The project LivingInteriors is based on three pillars: the
first is dedicated to the themes of the bathroom, floor and
wall coverings and lighting, and aims to generate impulse
sales, stimulate business and open new sales channels.
The second pillar is closely linked to the interest of public awareness of the event, which then links up directly to
the third pillar, namely to ensure a commanding presence
and continuous media. Just with regard to the presence
of the media, the event will benefit of the synergies generated by the Gruner & Jahr Events.
An extensive supporting program of lectures and presentations of projects will complete the offer of LivingInteriors: experts from various sectors will highlight the latest trends and innovations in interior architecture for
generating impulses for designers and architects.
Thanks to imm cologne and LivingInteriors from 16 to 22
January 2012 Cologne will be the global point fot the International furniture.
Imm cologne/LivingKitchen 2011 was attended by 1,213
companies from 48 countries, including 521 exhibitors and
32 additionally represented companies from Germany and
614 exhibitors and 46 additionally represented companies
from abroad. The share of participation of foreign companies
amounted to 54 per cent and 138 thousand buyers and consumers from 128 countries have poured in the halls of the
exhibition. ■
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NEWS

flash news
EGGER With the acquisition of the
manufacturer of particle board
Gagarin, the EggerGroup increases
its production capacity in Russia. To
the 250 thousand cubic meters of
panels produced at the Shuya plant,
will be added, in fact, the 500 thousand cubic meters produced by a
new acquisition facility provided by
Dieffenbacher in 2009. There are also
two finishing lines with a capacity of
20 millions square meters/year. Yet,
the 50 percent of timber used comes
from forests owned by the company.
BAU Bau, the World´s Leading
Trade Fair for Architecture, Materials,
Systems has won Germany´s top
award for business-to-business (B2B)
communication – for the second time
in a row. The 'Gwa Profi Award', presented at the beginning of June, was
won for the marketing campaign for
Bau 2011.

APPOINTMENT For the period
2011-2013 AS-Interface (http://as-interface.net) company specialized in
automation systems, has approved
the renewal of the Board of Directors,
which will be composed of: Chairman
Rolf Becker (AS-i International) ;
Vice president Giuseppe Biffi
(Siemens); Treasurer Gaetano
Grasso (Lapp Italia) and General
Secretary Armando Zecchi.

FAIRS
The offer of Fimma Maderalia 2011
The 35th edition of Fimma-Maderalia
( www.feriavalencia.com/fimmamaderalia) which open the doors from
25 to 28 October 2011, will feature a
new design offering. The event is
evolving from the traditional woodcabinet combination to a new approach more closely to the needs of architects, decorators and professionals
related to the design world, interior and
furniture.
The two exhibitions, which reached the
goal in the 2009 to gather more than
900 leading companies in the wood industry and its auxiliary, widen their horizons in 2011. An event whose shows
include new materials such as aluminum, plastic or crystal, in accordance
with the wood, are the new bet for the
industry next year.
In addition, openness to other areas of
business where the wood resource
qualifies as a major player, setting up
a new field of action for both the International Fair of suppliers of wood-furniture (Maderalia) as for the international
fair of machines and tools for wood
(Fimma).
These technical areas such as the marine industry, musical instruments,
transport and industry of Diy, for example. In addition, Fimma-Maderalia focuses in providing manufacturers of
equipment for installation in the public
sector (Canal Contract).
A scene in which, on the one hand,
reappears strongly in the supply of both
shows, the concept of reform-rehabilitation activities that have recently
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achieved the support of the Spanish
Government, with the receipt of aid in
this regard.
Similarly, the sustainability becomes the
protagonist of Fimma-Maderalia, in the
parallel program of activities for the next
edition. This commitment is strengthened, especially in 2011, coinciding with
the celebration of “International Year of
Forests”.
Oriented both to visitors and exhibitors,
there are many activities that will complete the month of October, the exhibition of products and services and
events of Fimma Maderalia. Among the
new initiatives, the outstanding series of
conferences which will address the
new technologies, and will be held by
the top experts in the field or the organization of workshops with which the
fairs are trying to strengthen the training of future professionals.
Moreover, within this new bet on design,
fashion, lifestyle or applied to the home,
the Fair Maderalia led the competition
in 2011 "Curiosities of wood". An initiative with which the event invites you
to "think wood", with the aim to summarize the work innovative and imaginative ideas bound to the wood.
Innovative design, curiosities or elements
that put the attention to the use of
wood created by professionals, students
of engineering / architecture or with specialized training in the wood industry. It
will be possible to participate in the contest through Facebook and Twitter
( www.facebook.com/fimma.maderalia.com). ■
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FAIRS
Made Expo back in October

The 2011 edition of Made Expo (Milan, Architecture and
Building), the fourth in order of number and the first to be
held with the new fall schedule, is at the starting line: the
event dedicated to world of construction and project, to be
held at Fiera Milano Rho from 5 to 8 October, was officially
presented in Milan, along with the launch of the great scenic event "Signs of the future" that will invade for a week
in Milan Central Station with a real virtual site. Organised
by Made Eventi and promoted by FederlegnoArredo and
Uncsaal, Made Expo aims to be confirmed this year as the
flagship event for the entire construction industry, and design of the project with the participation of key sectors of
industry buildings and a rich program of conferences,
events and initiatives.
Among the new fourth edition of Made Expo, the show
stands out "Components & Contract", dedicated to components, materials, technologies and equipment design,
and contract interior design. Social housing, building renovation and green are some of the major themes of 2011:
the list of initiatives includes the exhibition "Social Home
Design 2011" (construction of four prefabricated houses
for social housing designed by big names in architecture),
the exhibition "Villages & Historic Places" (the sector of
restoration, design, green architecture and new sources
of energy for the recovery of the historical and monumental), the initiative "AAA Agriculture, Food, Architecture” which, in the International Year of Forestry, will propose a space for discussion on new trends in sustainable
building design.
To consecrate the centrality of Made Expo in Italian and
international scene there will be a General Assembly, sponsored by Federcostruzioni: an important date for debate
on key issues affecting the entire industry, including wood,
scheduled for October 5. On this occasion will be presented the second report on the construction market, developed on data from about 70 trade associations and covering all major product segments of construction, and the
first report on the state of innovation in construction. ■
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WOOD, MACHINES AND FURNITURE:
INTERNATIONAL COMPETITORS

observatory

In this article, we illustrate the export
figures of the main manufacturers
operating in the achinery-woodfurniture industry, referring to the
January-March 2011 period.
As relates to the market of woodworking machinery, exports are
growing strong. In detail, Germany recorded a 29 percent in-

crease compared to 2010. Italian
export grew too, exceeding 270
millions Euros in the first quarter of
the year.
The market of wood and semifinished materials (logs, sawn wood
and panels) recorded widespread
recovery with significant positive
variations in Austria and United

States. The latter is also the world’s
top importer. The furniture industry instead, showed different trends.
On one side, China fully leveraged
the post-crisis rebound (+15 percent over the previous year); on the
other, Italy, Germany and Poland
can hardly relaunch their role in the
global market. ■

WOODWORKING MACHINERY EXPORT (January-March 2011), (figures in million euros)
Exporters
Germany
Italy
China
Taiwan
Japan

2011
411
275
144
120
79

Var. % 11/10
29.2
4.8
29.1
16.5
36.2

Source: Ice processing on Gti data, reference codes Nc 846510, 846591, 846592, 846593, 846594,
846595, 846596, 846599, 846692, 84793.

WOOD EXPORT* (January-March 2011), (figures in million euros)
Exporters
China
Germany
Canada
Usa
Austria

2011
1638
1621
1594
1410
960

Var. % 11/10
14.2
9.0
16.9
21.0
22.1

Source: Ice processing on Gti data, reference codes Nc 4401-21, 4501-04, 4601.
* logs, sawnwood, panels.

WOOD FURNITURE EXPORT (January-March 2011), (figures in million euros)
Exporters
China
Italy
Germany
Poland
Malaysia

2011
2812
1004
861
805
326

Var. % 11/10
15.2
7.3
6.0
12.9
-6.8

Source: Ice processing on Gti data, reference codes Nc 940150, 940151, 940159, 940161, 940169,
940330, 940340, 940350, 940360, 940380, 940381, 940389.
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FOCUS ON USA
The United States is the world's
largest economy with a gross domestic product (Gdp) per capita of
more than $ 45,000. The recovery after the global downturn has been
sudden and sustained for all macroeconomic variables. The reforms
adopted by the U.S. government in
the crucial months have allowed to
maintain the high purchasing power of the average consumer. The
global Gdp, in fact, after the recession of 2009, showed rates above 2
percent and even for the current year
is expected a sustained increase. Inflation is recovering too, a sign that
consumers are gradually increasing.
The unemployment rate is still high,
although among all macro-economic variables, the employment dynamics have slower response times.
The United States maintains its
leadership of leading import country in the world and it is expected a
further rise in inflows for the current
year (+4.5). Analyzing the field of
woodworking machines, despite a
decline of 12 percent, the U.S.
State is the largest importer in the
world scene. Exports also play an
important role with more than 350
million in 2010. The market for wood
and semifinished products recorded positive growth in the last reporting period. The trade balance
shows a negative balance of 5.1 billion dollars, although exports have
shown an increase of over 29 percent. A similar argument concerns
the field of wooden furniture. In the
face of high imports, totaling 14 billion dollars, the inflows are much lower. In 2010, in fact, the U.S. has exported wooden furniture for a value
of 1.659 million dollars. ■

GENERAL ECONOMIC INDICATORS
2007
Value
Gdp (constant prices,
percent change)
1.9
Gdp per capita
(Us dollars)
46,577
Inflation (percent change)
4.0
Unemployment (rate)
4.6
Export volume of goods
(percent change)
9.7
Import volume of goods
(percent change)
2.9

2008
% Var.

2009
% Var.

2010
% Var.

2011*
% Var.

0.0

-2.6

2.8

2.7

47,155
0.4
5.8

45,934
1.9
9.2

47,283
1.4
9.6

48,665
2.1
8.5

6.3

-11.9

14.7

8.9

-3.5

-15.8

14.8

4.5

Source: Imf (International monetary fund).

*estimate

MACHINERY IMPORT/EXPORT (Us $ million)
Export
Import

2008
447
1,377

2009
318
1,131

2010
352
942

Var. % 10/09
16.2
-12.4

2010
7,048
12,191

Var. % 10/09
29.2
16.1

Source: Ice (Italian foreign trade institute)
with Gti (Global trade for information service) figures.

WOOD IMPORT/EXPORT (Us $ million)
Export
Import

2008
6,783
15,183

2009
5,451
10,501

Source: Ice (Italian foreign trade institute)
with Gti (Global trade for information service) figures.

WOODEN FURNITURE IMPORT/EXPORT (Us $ million)
Export
Import

2008
1,796
15,141

2009
1,465
11,798

2010
1,659
14,111

Var. % 10/09
13.2
19.6

Source: Ice (Italian foreign trade institute)
with Gti (Global trade for information service) figures.
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AUGUST
11-12 August
Expo Forest Products Machinery
& Equipment Exposition
www.sfpaexpo.com
• Atlanta (Usa)
Woodworking technologies
17-20 August
Tecno Mueble Internacional
www.tecnomueble.com.mx
• Guadalajara (Mexico)
Woodworking technologies
26-30 August
Tendence
www.tendence.messefrankfurt.com
• Frankfurt (Germany)
Furniture
31 August - 4 September
Bife Timb
www.bife.ro
• Bucarest (Romania)
Woodworking technologies

6-10 September
International Furniture Market
www.biztradeshows.com
• Kuala Lumpur (Malaysia)
Furniture

13-16 September
Tekhnodrev Siberia
www.restec.ru
• Krasnoyarsk (Russia)
Woodworking technologies

7-9 September
Wood & Bioenergy
www.jklfairs.fi
• Jyvaskyla (Finland)
Woodworking technologies

13-16 September
Femade
International exhibition for wood,
furniture and forestry industry
www.feirafemade.com.br/
• Curitiba (Brazil)
Woodworking technologies

8-10 September
Woodworking Ireland
www.nelton.co.uk
• Dublin (Ireland)
Woodworking technologies
9-13 September
Meuble Paris
www.meuble-paris.net/
• Paris (France)
Furniture
13-15 September
Furniture Asia
www.furnitureasia.com.pk
• Karachi (Pakistan)
Woodworking technologies

SEPTEMBER
4-6 September
Spoga+Gafa
www.spogagafa.com
• Cologne (Germany)
Furniture
6-9 September
Hi Woodtech
www.hi-industri.dk
• Herning (Denmark)
Woodworking technologies
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14-17 September
Furniture China
www.furnitureinchina.com
• Shanghai (China)
Furniture
14-17 September
FMC Furniture Manufacturing
& Supply China
www.fmcchina.com.cn
• Shanghai (China)
Woodworking technologies
20-23 September
Lisderevmash
www.acco.ua
• Kiev (Ucraina)
Woodworking technologies
22-24 September
Klimaenergy
International fair
of renewable energy
www.fierabolzano.it
• Bolzano (Italy)
Constructing and architecture
22-24 September
Klimamobility
Fair of sustainable mobility
www.fierabolzano.it
• Bolzano (Italy)
Constructing and architecture

22-25 September
Aseanwood Woodtech
www.trade-link.com.my
• Kuala Lumpur (Malaysia)
Woodworking technologies
22-27 September
Z-Tec
www.z-tec.com.tr
• Istanbul (Turkey)
Woodworking technologies
23-25 September
Tekno-Legno
www.teknowood.it
• Lanciano (Italy)
Woodworking technologies
29 September - 1 October
Wms Toronto
Woodworking machinery
and supply expo
www.woodworkingexpo.ca/
• Toronto (Canada)
Woodworking technologies

OCTOBER
5-8 October
MadeExpo
Milano Architettura Design Edilizia
www.madeexpo.it
• Rho-Pero (Italy)
Constructing and architecture
7-9 October
Dremasilesia
www.dsm.katowice.pl
• Katowice (Poland)
Woodworking technologies

12-15 October
I Saloni Worldwide
Furniture and home decoration
www.cosmit.it
• Moscow (Russia)
Furniture
12-15 October
Vietnamwood Int’l
www.linkage-vn.com/hcm/wood
• Ho Chi Minh (Vietnam)
Woodworking technologies
13-17 October
Ambienta
International furniture,
interior decoration
and supporting industry fair
www.zv.hr
• Zagabria (Croatia)
Furniture
14-16 October
Tekhnodrev North West
www.restec.ru/tekhnodrev
• S. Petersburg (Russia)
Woodworking technologies

“OUR” EXHIBITIONS 2011
Xylon is present at:

20-23 September
Lisderevmash
Kiev
13-17 September
Ambienta
Zagabria
19-22 October
Sicam
Pordenone
25-28 October
Fimma
Valencia
29 November - 2 December
Woodex
Moscow

15-19 October
Wood Processing Machinery
www.tuyap.com.tr/en/
• Istanbul (Turkey)
Woodworking technologies
15-19 October
Intermob
www.intermobistanbul.com
• Istanbul (Turkey)
Furniture

You can find the updated list of exhibitions on www.xylon.it
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BIG BEAUTIFUL INTERZUM…
Looking back at the latest exhibition
held in Cologne from 25 to 28 May 2011,
we do believe the crisis is over:
a splendid event from all points of view.
A couple of months after the event, companies are drawing a balance
based on real figures and they are happy to see that it wasn’t just smoke:
plenty of contacts during the latest Interzum, a busy time at the exhibition, an almost “cheerful” atmosphere are now turning into an interesting flow of orders.
From sensations to hard facts, although the market is certainly not experiencing its best season, and purchasing furniture is not the first idea
that crosses your mind when you wake up in the morning. After all, it’s
summer time and we are focused on holidays, though tourism is also threatened by dark clouds.
But let’s stick to the subject: Interzum 2011, held in Cologne from 25
to 28 May, was quite successful: 52,400 visitors from 147 countries,
13 percent more than in 2009. As many as 34,500 international visitors
(66 percent of the total), over 24 percent more than in 2009.
There were 1,434 exhibitors (1,356 in 2009), including 378 German and
1,056 companies from 61 nations, covering 8 percent more area than
in the previous edition (10 halls instead of nine).
Once again, Italy brought the largest national team, with 276 companies,
way ahead of the second country in the ranking, namely Turkey with 88
companies.
“We are very satisfied with Italian attendance at Interzum 2011, we have
recorded a 20 percent increase in Italian exhibitors compared to the
previous edition, and the same rate was achieved in the growth of exhibition area”, said Thomas Rosolia, managing director of Koeln Messe
Italia. “We have achieved 16,824 square meters of sold exhibition area,
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an excellent result if you consider that German companies have
purchased 25,907 square meters.
Excellent results also for visitors
coming from Italy, largely above
our expectations. All of this generated a climate of great satisfaction among all exhibitors, with
no exceptions.
Hardware is certainly the sector
that has brought more satisfaction
– Rosolia continues – with space
demand much above availability and a waiting list we were not
able to dismiss. That’s a clear
sign for next Interzum!”.
The collective stands organized by the Italian subsidiary were particularly appreciated, “…this solution is back in fashion not only
at Interzum – Thomas Rosolia explains – but in all
exhibitions we organize in Cologne. More and more
small and medium enterprises choose a packaged
offer, a turnkey service that allows them to save
money and, most of all, to simplify organization,
while benefiting from increased visibility, as they are
no longer placed in individual booths but in highly visible areas, with service facilities and meeting
rooms, under the banner of “made in Italy”.
So, great satisfaction at Interzum, a confidence we
have seen with our own eyes during the exhibition
days, with many actors considering this edition as
the most satisfactory they had ever attended.

“I am really enthusiastic. It’s unbelievable what’s
happened here in these days: for four days, exhibitors have been shooting fireworks in the halls.
It was a sort of self-celebration of our industry”, commented right after the end of the exhibition Frank
Haubold, product manager of Interzum and director
of imm cologne.
His words were confirmed by Gerald Böse, president of Koelnmesse: “With this interzum edition,
Koelnmesse has confirmed its role of guiding light
for the furniture industry. We have laid solid foundations for a promising future”.
The loop has closed. The German “bigs” of hardware and decorations have joined forces around their
key event; organizers have done their best to de-

serve such confidence; and the market has taken
a deep breath of relief after struggling for too many
months. These ingredients have been accurately
mixed to achieve the result we have seen.
This year more than ever, Interzum emerged as the
place where the complex and variegated industry
of supplies, semifinished materials, raw materials,
components and furniture accessories celebrates
its major events.

SIDE EVENTS
The agenda of side events was very rich. “Innovation of interior”, a forum for architects, interior
decorators, craftsmen, designers and developers,
was a huge success. Together with professor
Hartmut Raiser and Antonius Quodt, Koelnmesse
organized an important show dedicated to materials, surfaces and lighting. Conferences, events and
days dedicated to specific subjects have provided for a lively atmosphere, in an area characterized
by the exhibition “cubes” of companies.
As usual, great attention was paid to several innovations presented within the frame of “Interzum
award”, a prize to products and companies for their
commitment to the research of materials, products and
solutions characterized by their capacity to innovate
"final goods". As already reported in our online magazine xylon.it (http://www.xylon.it/xylon.asp?ID=1360),
43 awards were assigned, including a few to Italian
companies: Arpa Industriale, Cleaf, Italiana Ferramenta and Pamar.
Final information: the next Interzum is scheduled
in 2013, from 13 to 16 May. (l.r.) ■
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STRONG OPTIMISM FROM LIGNA
If the impressions we had in Hannover are reflected in everyday business,
in the next months we will be able to take a breath of relief
for woodworking technologies.
Let’s examine some figures immediately: during the
five-day run of the fair, some 1,765 exhibitors from
52 nations showcased their products and services on a total area of 130,000 square meters. Alongside Germany, the most represented exhibiting nations this year were Italy, Austria, Spain, China (including Taiwan), Switzerland, Denmark, Turkey, Sweden and the Netherlands.
Thirteen halls and an open-air site. In this regard
we have to say that, maybe, we would have chosen a different lay-out, trying to avoid frequent free
spaces. It’s true that there were many exhibitors
and visitors, but the space available was more
than needed, especially in some areas of the exhibition.
This has not influenced the largely positive result
of the event dedicated to woodworking and
wood-based products machining, where we have
not seen many “revolutionary” innovations, but several updates and new solutions. And this has to
be the trend maybe: The industry has reached its
maturity and it is very difficult to design a brand
new and completely innovative method to carry
out operations we have been dealing with for a
long time, often very long.
It is important to note the sentence said by
Stephan Kühne, Member of the Managing
Board, Deutsche Messe, at the closing press conference: “Innovations are clearly the driving
force behind Ligna. Many businesses sync their
innovation cycles with Ligna, and the break-
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throughs unveiled here give users exactly what
they need”. A bit of healthy and justified localism that won't do any harm…

AND VISITORS?
Excellent results also on the visitors’ side: Ligna
2011 attracted a total of 90,000 visitors – an increase by 13 percent over the previous event. While
the fair has always demonstrated great international
appeal, this year’s upsurge in foreign visitors
marked an impressive milestone in the event’s history, with some 40 percent of all visitors attending
from abroad – a 26 percent jump over foreign attendance in 2009.
“That is a truly outstanding figure”, Kühne pointed
out. “Visitors came from a total of 90 nations, with
major increases in the case of Russia, Finland, the
United Kingdom, Austria and Sweden. Attendance
was also up from the U.S. and The Netherlands.
Half of all visitors ranked as top managers with purchasing authority. A great number of projects were
initiated, scores of deals transacted and countless
leads generated. The number of purchase orders
signed this year was up by 30 percent over 2009,
which is very impressive indeed", Kühne reported.
Dr. Bernhard Dirr, Managing Director of the German Woodworking Machinery Manufacturers’ Association within the German Engineering Federation (VDMA), Frankfurt/Main, talked as well during
the final press conference held on June 3rd: He clearly summed up his opinion: “This has been an ex-

cellent event, with participants from every segment
of the industry indicating they were satisfied to very
satisfied with the outcome of the show. Visitor attendance from abroad was outstanding, and
Ligna has delivered on the high expectations
placed on it as a flagship fair of global standing.
At a time when many other related tradeshows are
facing a slump in exhibitor and visitor numbers,
Ligna has demonstrated impressive growth and underscored its premium reputation”.

AND ITALY AS WELL…
…has cut a dash. Aware of our important role –
world leaders just after Germany – we have
showed our leadership also during the 2011 edition of Ligna, recording a significant attendance
of companies in all the segments characterizing
the event.
“Massive and qualified Italian presence – said Andreas Züge, Manager of the Italian subsidiary of
Deutsche Messe – has confirmed the importance
of Ligna all over the world. I can say that nobody
was missing and that – despite the crisis – the exhibition has maintained a positive and very strong
international reputation: taking part in Ligna is a
must. We are convinced that an international exhibition that meets real operators’ requirements has
to remain a reference point also in difficult periods".
“This year – continued Züge – we had over 300
Italian exhibitors, in line with past editions. They
asked us a few square meters less, but this was
unavoidable if we consider that the recovery is still
rather slow. Let me say that this edition of Ligna
was not euphoric but it provided excellent results
and it clearly showed that the situation is really
changing. A turning point confirmed by all “made
in Italy” exhibitors and by their satisfaction due to
the contacts established during the exhibition. It
could not be differently considering that Italian manufacturers arrived in Hannover with effective solutions, often very innovative product updates, con-

firming to be the leaders of woodworking technology together with Germany”.

KEYNOTE TOPICS
Many different topics strongly characterized this edition of the exhibition. The reduced impact of human
activities on the environment was a top priority. It’s
not just a question of pollution, but it is a wider problem that has to include resources and energy management. For this reason, the meeting agenda in
Hannover focused also on lightweight constructions
and bioenergy.
The appreciated “lightweight.network” special
presentation in Hall 24 highlighted the links between
machines and semifinished components in the furniture industry. Technology providers (also Italians),
materials and semi-finished products manufacturers
took advantage of the special display to showcase
their lightweight furniture production solutions.
Activities here included the first "Think Light" international conference on lightweight designs.
As far as wood energy is concerned, we have to
focus on the 3rd international Bbe/Vdma Business
and Export Forum for Bioenergy, where experts
from around the world discussed ideas for creating and expanding international bioenergy markets.
“Handwerk, Holz & mehr” enjoyed top recognition
as a dedicated showcase for joiners and carpenters. In dedicated halls specific initiatives were organized and exhibitors were particularly interested in reaching this specific target that features joineries, wood crafts and wooden construction.

WHAT’S NEXT?
Cards will be shuffled, though changing the order of
addends does not change the final result: the next edition of Ligna will take place before Interzum inverting
a trend that has been consolidated for decades. Ligna
will be staged first from 6 to 10 May 2013, in Hannover,
Germany, and then Interzum will take place from 13
to 16 May 2013, again in Hannover. (l.r.) ■
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COSMEC
STRENGTH AND RIGIDITY

“Conquest 715 5A”.

Post review
Interzum
& Ligna

In an effort to offer his customers the highest quality, technology and innovation, at Ligna 2011 Cosmec (www.cosmecsrl.com) showed some models which belong to their
wide range of Cnc machining centres, well-known on the
market for structural strength and rigidity combined with
an extreme versatility.
“Smart 30” is an open frame machining centre with movable bars and vacuum cups, which joins high level characteristics and performances together to user-friendliness, thanks to a very innovative graphic interface.
Another model is the “Conquest 715 5A”: a five axis machining centre with bridge frame (also available with a
Z axis= 700 mm) which considerably extends the five
axis workings on machines of the same category.
The above models complete the wide range of 3-4-5
routers for wood, plastic, aluminium and composite materials processing, among which we would also like to
highlight the “Fox”, born for nesting manufacturing, an
‘entry-level’ machine with compact footprint, allowing
small shops to take advantage of Cnc technology.
Last but not least, the multiripsaws, as a confirmation that
these are an outstanding part of Cosmec production and
among the most reliable and strongest machines available in the world marketplace. ■
“Smart 30”.

ALFATHERM

BACCI

“ACTIFOIL™” ANTIBACTERIAL FILM

DOUBLE MACHINING CENTRE

Alfatherm spa (www.alfatherm.it) is an industrial group
(three plants) located near Varese (Lombardy- Italy) that
specialised in the production and sale of rigid and semi
rigid calendered Pvc films used in several end markets:
packaging, stationary, furniture and technical products.
On the occasion of Interzum 2011 Alfatherm Furniture
Division launched an innovative product for kitchen doors:
“Actifoil™” by Alfatherm. It is a unique foil for the construction of kitchen doors (3D & 2D applications) which
offers a 99.98 percent bacteria reduction as per Jis Z
2801 2000 tests; its excellent antibacterial effect guarantees a strong germs reduction. The antibacterial
process is built into the foil and it lasts for the lifetime of
the product as it cannot be washed out or get worn out
of the material; the technical properties of the film remain

unchanged. “Actifoil™” inhibit the growth of germs and
removes those already present thus ensuring a cleaner and safer surface in the kitchen where there is a high
degree of risks coming from various types of foods. In
today's world, consumers are concerned about environmental issues and are more conscious of antibacterial
protection in the products they use. For high brands manufacturers “Actifoil™” adds a valuable point of difference
between products and helps companies to defend their
market share. It is the first product in the furniture field
having these antibacterial properties. It is safe, durable
and offers effective antibacterial protection. ■

“Double/Jet”.

Paolino Bacci (www.bacci.com) presents the double 5+5
axes full digital machining centre, patented, designed
to machine and load automatically different elements. For
this aim it can be equipped with one, two or three ergonomic hopperfeeds type “Jet” (patented) and with a
variable number of clamps according to the different
user’s needs. Machining centre “Double/Jet” is equipped
with the tested and appreciated Double Reference System (patented) that allows to halve the set-up times, since
the operator only has to adjust one only clamp set to perform R.H and L.H. machinings. The loading and unloading operations happen simultaneously (patented)in very rapid times. Fully automatic positioning of the
clamps (patentend) allows to reduce furthermore the machine's set-up time. Cycle times are extremely reduced
(up to an half) compared to all other machines on the
market; this thanks also to software “Pitagora” (Bacci
exclusive), which is very different from other softwares
that imitate its aspect but do not influence productivity,
nor programming time, nor set-up time, nor collisions
risks. Bacci's “Double/Jet”, thanks to its many patents
and to its powerful programming software “Pitagora”,
does not have a real competitor in the markets. ■
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post review interzum & ligna

A. FERRARI

UT.MA

VIBO

THE HEART OF FURNITURE

TWO NOVELTIES AT LIGNA

WIRE DESIGN IS RENEWED

Ferrari (www.ferrarispa.it) − company based in Verderio Superiore
(Lecco), excellent partner of the
most demanding producers − has
presented at Interzum exhibition a
new soft-closing system for the slide
"Elite".
The new air damper works both in
opening and closing mood and allows for silent and effortless closing
already at 10 cm from the side.
The system is mounted directly on
the cabinet door thus remaining
completely hidden inside the furniture, just one single damper is needed and this will reduce costs and assembly time.
Ferrari also offers a unique aluminium program that includes profiles for
sliding and cabinet doors, wall units,
sliding doors and profiles for the construction of dressing rooms and libraries. ■
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Ut.ma (www.utma.it) based in Barberino Val d’Elsa (Florence) introduced at Ligna fair the new tool and
cutter grinder model “Lc35E Cnc”.
The new “Lc35E Cnc” has been projected with a special attention to the
machine design (ergonomic and
compact overall dimensions) and
working flexibility. It allows to sharpening with an easy programming
straight cutter, helical tool and compression bit.
Another novelty presented is the
model “Al805” with a special focus
on the ergonomic machine design
with compact overall dimensions
and maximum flexibility and ease operation.
Main technical aspects are: face &
top grind in a single automatic cycle; full enclosed cabin with ability
to run oil coolant; user friendly touch
screen control panel; capacity to
grind circular saw blade up diameter 800 mm.
The ability of the machine to grind
the face and the top of the saw blade
teeth in a single automatic cycle joint
to the Automatic Probe for the wheel
approach at the tooth place “Al805”
grinder on first places of grinding
technology. ■

Next to the traditional structure with
a circular section, Vibo (www.viboitaly.com) presented at Interzum Fair
the new line 10x4 mm elliptical
structure, available for removable
drawers, baskets and items for the
column angle to complete the full
range. With elegant and linear
shapes, the new design enhances
even more the aesthetics of products
by functionality and ease of use
which has always been integrated,
offering innovative scenarios of furniture for the interior components. A
wide selection of products to give the
kitchen a modern and coordinated
view in every detail. The added value lies mainly in the upper range of
kitchen accessories. Vibo's priority is
the excellence quality for its products
that are certified Icila Iso 9001 for
quality and Iso 14001 for environmental compatibility in the production process. Two awards that go to
fulfill a company's ongoing commitment to both the customer and for the
protection of nature. ■

CLEAF

BELLOTTI

“AWARD” PRODUCTS AT 2011 INTERZUM

WOOD PROTAGONIST AT INTERZUM

Founded in 1975 for the marketing of wood-shaving panels to order, Cleaf (www.cleaf.it) has now achieved total
control on the entire manufacturing chain of surfaces for
interior design.
Thanks to a unique production plant, among the most
innovative in the field, and to state-of-the-art manufacturing techniques, Cleaf has acquired an exclusive and
versatile know-how, essential for its market, ranging from
melamine process, sectioning, profiling to its more recent technique of
digital printing and
thin melamine faced
panel for doors.
Among Cleafs products presented at Interzom Fair, two new
finishings: “Nadir”
and “Josemite”.
The new “Nadir” finishing (2011 Interzum Award) features a geometrical
texture on a square
background. An intersection of lines and
volumes evokes an
essential and contemporary look, which
still surprises in its unprecedented creativity. Its sophisticated exploration in style is striking in its multi-sensory approach, lending the surface depth and a visual 3D effect.
In “Josemite” finishing (2011 Interzum Award) the surface captures the language of nature, expressing the
signs and the feel of elements. Its especially designed
processing technique conveys a uniform and smooth
touch, while preserving a distinctive tridimensional
look. The dynamic veins of the surface appear engrained
and are emphasized by light reflections, for a sensual
interplay of the visual and the tactile. ■

Since 1927 Bellotti (www.bellottispa.com) has been working in the wood industry, aware of handling a special product. Because wood is the only sustainable raw material. And because wood not only possess warmth and
beauty, but also endurance, suppleness and lightness.
Such an exclusive product requires particular care and
attention to the same extent: this is the reason why Bellotti is Fsc and Pefc certified and the products management is assured by Iso 9001:2008 quality system.
During the years Bellotti has been creating a close-knit
and wide net of selected suppliers; thanks to them the company imports the main wood species (both logs and timber) coming from all over the world: African hardwood (Mahogany, Iroko, Okoume etc.), American hardwood, but also
European hardwood (Oak, Maple, Beech etcetera) and
European softwood (Pine, Spruce and Larch).
Among the leading species there are American Walnut,
very required in the furnishing industry and valuable Asiatic Teak, which Bellotti proposes for boats’ decking and
as preferred species for quality outdoor furnishing.
Processing wood looking to future: with this purpose, during the years Bellotti has begun to offer finished products as well, such as laminated scantlings for doors and
windows and different types of outdoor flooring, which
contribute to set pool edges and terraces off, but
which can also become an integral part of wellness centres' fitting out. ■
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GIEFFE

NOVA PELLET

TABLE LEGS “XL” SERIES

LOWER PELLET COSTS
Nova Pellet srl (www.novapellet.it) presents the model
“N-Midi” pellet mill machine allowing to save money and
get lower pellet production cost, because it was developed a basic low relation between electrical Kw installed
and pellet production kilos per hour (energy saving). In
fact, “N-Midi” has been projected and developed properly for pellet production and all technologies and mechanical solutions are chosen to get the best economic advantageous respect other producers and obtain the
best quality pellet on market, completely without additives or glues, from natural origin or not. Therefore, with

Gieffe, division of Formenti & Giovenzana (www.gieffeitaly.com) based in Veduggio con Colzano (Mb), is specialized in the production of furniture accessories and
furnishing components.
Investing continuously in R&D and always looking for new
styles, Gieffe has recently created a new type of table
legs: the “XL” series.
This innovative product is characterized by big but wellproportioned dimensions, and also by a sophisticated
and studied design; a meticulous attention has been given to details and quality.
“XL” table legs have not only the functional role of sustaining the table top, but of course they play a main role.
Four are the available shapes: square (“XL/Q”), rectangular (“XL/R”), round (“XL/T”) and elliptical (“XL/E”).
The hidden adjuster shows only the leg surface, with a
great effect that gratifies the view.
“XL” can be applied in different positions (up to 4) thanks
to the mounting plate characteristics; this part is also in
the same colour of the leg, creating an effect of chromatic
continuity.
Several are the available finishes: chrome plated, satin
steel, matt chrome, pearl nickel, painted, brushed nickel, matt white and matt black. Other finishing and customization can be realized upon request. ■
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“N-Midi” and others Nova Pellet mill machineries, you can
sell pellet both to private or industrial market and gain
on low maintenance and production cost.
The main innovations are: frequency driver for loading
screw and main engine controls, to permit you to save
energy, avoid machine stoppage and avoid frequently
die changes for not homogeneous material; the setting
of the rollers is from outside the machine, fast and simple, without machinery stoppage, that permit you fast
cleaning and restart because of the two main front door
that permit the user a fast check and clean of the compression area; central material loading permitted to project the machine with double side fixed rollers erasing
any wearing time for the consumables inside the rollers
(patented technology).
“N-Midi” pellet mill machine is available in three different versions: electric power, active power installed (A)45
Kw or (B)55 Kw or (C)75 Kw, pellet production per hour
in function of hardness of raw material:
Kg/h (A)450/600 (B)550/800 (C)700/1.000. ■
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CML FINISHING

VITAP

SARMAX

“GHOST” ROBOTS

THE NEW CHALLENGE

FINISHING TECHNOLOGY

The use of controlled axis robots in
the finishing is the best technology
available today for those customers
who are looking for the highest quality and who are producing parts having particular shapes and sizes.
The anthropomorphic robot “GhostA” (picture) presented by Cml Finishing (www.cmlfinishing.it) is a numerically controlled machine, with six
axis plus an additional slide-axis to
move the robot lengthwise; the machine has been designed to meet the
various needs of high quality coating.
The range “Ghost” also includes a
cartesian axis robot, model “GhostC”, with four axis plus a fifth slide-axis.
The peculiarity of this series of robots is that they can be stored in a
stand-by room, while not being
used, in order to clear the spraying
area for manual spraying.
Due to a special software, upon request, the robots model “Ghost” can
follow the parts moving on the chain
while they are coming into the spray
booth, in order to save time. ■
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Facing to a global and more and
more competitive market, also this
year Vitap (www.vitap.it) relaunched
with the usual enthusiasm its challenge.
Aware of the continuous change of
fashions, styles and designs that influence themselves the trials and the
productive philosophies, to keep
abreast of the times Vitap realized
and introduced “Eclipse”, semi-automatic edge banding and trimming machine with glue pot for big
and small shaped pieces.
“Eclipse” is the new reference machine in price and performance
and an ideal stand-solution regarding edge banding for the production
of standard and special parts. ■

Sarmax (www.sarmax.it) is the result
of twenty-five years of experience on
the part of its founder members in the
field of woodworking machinery.
Over the course of recent years, the
company has specialised in the production of machinery and plants for
surface treatment and working wood
frame sections. In particular impregnating machines for beams,
planks and matchboards, drying
systems for impregnated elements,
semi-finished product handling lines,
linked to automation units. The range
also includes rusticating antiquing
machines (and beam sanding machines (both one or more surfaces at
the same time).
Last but not least, the oil spraying
machines for wood elements for
floors. ■

MAKOR

LICOM ALPHACAM

ADVANCED SOLUTIONS

DESIGN AND NC MACHINES

Like for any other edition of the last 40 years, Makor
Group (www.makor.it) has presented the latest innovations to its international sales network and clients at
Ligna 2011 in Hanover. Among the most innovative
processes introduced, spotlight was on edge treatment
with “Gemini” that allows putty sealing of chipboard panel edges as well as coating and sanding of Mdf panel
edges.
Also “Robospray” made its debut in Germany, a revolutionary spraying system studied by Makor to guarantee top quality finishing and maximum flexibility for production just-in-time. “Robospray” allows in fact the coating of panels and 3D elements for furniture through spray
application by means of an antropomorphic arm mounted on Nc axis, as well as curved surfaces or shapes with
thickness variations (like drawers) thanks to the special
3D scanning barrier at infeed. Always in the area dedicated to panel finishing technology, Makor exhibited a
complete line based on “Kronos”, where a Uv waterbase
coating cycle will be demonstrated.
Highlight for this edition of Ligna has been also the Uv
line for profiles that represents the latest technology for
the application of Uv monomer-free coatings, a clear example of the ongoing evolution and research of new tecnical solutions by Makor that, thanks to the close cooperation with the most important coating manufacturers, give us today the possibility to offer complete lines
caracterized by zero emissions of toxic agents in the environment and the working place. ■

It’s some time by now that customers and machine manufacturers know that if there is a complicated detail to
realize on a Cnc machine five-axis, the suitable solution
is Alphacam (www.alphacam.it). The most famous designers and architects are increasingly demanding the
creation of complex shapes in space to give an impression to their creativity and are not willing to come to
terms with who is unable to satisfy them. The ability to
draw or to interface the most popular 3D Cad systems
is the ideal complement system Alphacam for companies in the wood-furniture sector and not just working under the most demanding designs. In fact the trend of designers and architects are increasingly oriented to the
use of three-dimensional Cad. "Alphacam 2011 R2" is
already able to read all popular 2D and 3D formats, and
they can be easily converted into tool paths from two to
five-axis machines. Given the sophistication of design
environments in 3D, also for the production of panels,
can be considered over the period of the Dxf exported
on Nc. The programming on the machine, even with the
most sophisticated operator interfaces, represents a bottleneck that companies are no longer able to tolerate.
Alphacam, possibly integrated in a 3D Cad solid modeling (Solidworks, Inventor, SolidEdge to mention the most
common), is the most efficient and functional solution.
All complex machines up to five axes can be easily programmed using Alphacam and are supported any
type of configuration of working centers, routers, point
to point machines with integration of hardware and so
on. A typical feature of Alphacam is to be able to program different machines manufacturers. ■
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BRAINSOFTWARE

OMMA

THREE-DIMENSIONAL SOLUTIONS

ROLLS MACHINERY FOR OVER 35 YEARS

"Spazio 3D" by Brainsoftware (www.spazio3d.com) is
a three-dimensional Cad and Cad-cam for furnishing
available in 23 versions composed of many software
modules for designers, architects, furniture retailers,
joineries, industries etcetera to obtain a personalized
configuration suitable for every budget.
"Spazio 3D" has a rich library with over 10 thousand elements that can be modified. It also have 3D standard
and advanced functions enabling the user to create
his/her own furniture.
It manages import/export by Dxf, 3DS, Wrl, Stl. It allows
elaborations with “free hand” and photorealistic effects,
quotations, exploded views, cutting lists, bills of materials, production reports, technical cards, nesting of the
panels, edging and veneering lists, to manage Cnc machines by Iso file and much more.
"Spazio 3D“ communicates with other softwares by importing and exporting created documents: drawings, data
and other elaborations which can be obtained in order
to help a complete integration inside company information
system.
News of 2011 is the new version of "Cab cam design".
It is a new entry-level version aimed to create cabinets
and interior decoration composition with assembly
module and one archive at choise, use of colours, textures and effects, management of cabinet structures in
drag and drop mode, render with navigation in virtual
rooms, fast photo-realistic elaboration, Output cam for
one post processor and more. ■
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Omma (www.omma.it) is a leading manufacturer of rolls
application machinery for over 35 years.
It produces a high quality line including brushing units,
to remove dust and residuals from the surfaces, glue
spreaders, for the most used water based adhesives,
liquid Pu and hot melt products; automatic glue feeding
and conditioning systems, rollers presses and belt presses, laminators to apply rolls material, complete lines for
gluing, laminating and surfaces protection.
During Ligna 2011 in Hannover, Omma presented the
most significant products of its range like the model
“Spx”, brushing unit with tangential brushes, for perfect
cleaning of raw and/or finished surfaces; “Open”, top of
the range four motors glue spreader; “Hgs_Rc”, heated rolls coater, able to make as smooth as possible the
hot melt pur glue spread, for the perfect application of
acrylic/hi-gloss materials with thin thicknesses; “Xpr”,
strong and reliable nip roller for continuous pressing;
“Pro-J_TF”, sophisticated laminator with automatic
cut, able to apply protective self-adhesive films on finished surfaces, exactly to the edges or inside the panel’s area (negative). Now available also for useful
widths up to 2200 millimeters. ■

FREUD

CURSAL

AN HISTORICAL MILESTONE

PUSH-FEEDER: STRATEGICAL CHOICE

Freud company (www.freud.it) is approaching two fundamental dates in its history. The Italian group, a manufacturer of tools for wood, metal and plastic working industries, will celebrate its 50th anniversary in 2012. It is
an historical milestone that proves furthermore a consolidated tradition in the industry. 2011 also represents
a key year in the company’s life: it’s the 125th anniversary
of Bosch, the group that acquired Freud in 2009. Born
and grown up as a family owned organization, Freud has
joined Bosch as a confirmation of its outstanding performance and results.
Headquartered in Feletto (Udine), Freud is Iso 9001:2000
certified and has four production facilities for a total of
37 thousand square meters dedicated to different
product lines. Feletto (Udine) hosts most of the core functions and also the production of cutterheads and
groups for woodworking and for windowtooling. Colloredo
plant produces router bits and boring bits for wood applications, whereas Martignacco is the location for
tungsten carbide production, that are also used on other Freud tools.
Fagagna is the largest plant worldwide for the production of circular saw blades. State-of-the-art technology
combined with the expertise of the engineering and manufacturing teams provide a wide range of products. ■

Depending on your needs, Cursal (www.cursal.com) new
pusher series “Trsi” shown at Ligna can be provided for
fixed length cutting and full optimization. It can be employed in several fields like packaging (cutting to size
for single plank or in packages, also perfect for cutting
squares); doors/windows (optimizing and selecting qualities and defects) and furniture (the precision allows it
to cut semi-finished with finished cutting).
Strong point is the monobloc compact structure, that
makes the installation rapid and simple with no need of
on-site intervention by the installers. Moreover, it is automatic, cheap, with a simple and intuitive technology
and no skilled staff is required.
Complete software is 100 percent “made in Cursal”, interface with any Pc, via standard network, Usb and modem. It is equipped with full set of accessories in loading-unloading, with possibility of exclusive customisation for dedicated productions.
Practically the ideal solution to increase company production, greatly reducing times and costs. ■
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CMT

TOCCHIO

NAZZARENO

SILENT AND CHROME BLADES

100 PERCENT ITALIAN

CUSTOMIZED SOLUTIONS

Cmt ( www.cmtutensili.com ) is
pleased to introduce the new low
noise & chrome coated saw blades.
These blades are sold in a practical
cardboard packaging and feature
chrome steel coating for higher stability while cutting and longer tool life.
In addition these tools have sound
dampening slots filled with a special
material in order to reduce vibration
during use.
The Hw teeth, “Kcr06” chromium
grade, are extremely resistant to
wear and, at the same time, they feature extreme hardness (HV10: 1950),
along with high transverse rupture
strength (N/mm2: 2300).
“Series 281” features trapezoidal
teeth and is suitable for sizing twosided panels, melamine and plastic
melamine and is able to guarantee
perfect finishing without using scoring blades. To be used on table
saws, horizontal and vertical sizing
machines.
“Series 285” features Atb teeth and
is suitable for high-quality rip and
crosscuts on soft and hardwood, exotic wood, Mdf, chipboard, laminates
and thermoplastics. To be used on
table saws, circular saws and
portable machines. ■
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Based in Vigevano, Tocchio
(www.tocchio.it) designs and manufactures entirely in Italy impregnation and coating lines for the
treatment of the cards for the production of Hpl and Cpl laminates and
for the transformation of surfaces in
the panel basic types of production
Lpl wood, oil finish, foils, flooring.
The experience and level of technology attained by its chemical and
mechanical engineers can design
impregnation lines suitable for different production needs, with times
of rapid and reliable operation.
Special applications are developed
as a special filter systems for cards
and tapes, fiberglass and non-woven.
Tocchio supports customers not
only in the post-sales activities with
the traditional timely supply of spare
parts, but provides ongoing support
through suggestions to improve the
performance of treated materials
and energy saving.
It also provides studies and construction of turnkey factories, machinery or services and modernization of existing lines, using the latest technology solutions. Among
the news great interest by the customers touched for the laser cutter
(picture). ■

Costruzioni Nazzareno srl (www.nazzareno.it) has long been specialising
in the construction of turn-key wood
pellets production plants.
Research and commitment to product quality as well as the use of firstclass components and products
has enabled the company to become
an established brand and one of Europe’s leading manufacturers of systems for the production of wood
pellets.
The company has always paid particular attention to innovative solutions
and nowadays it is developing cogeneration technology (Chp) for
power and thermal energy generation from biomass as single fuel
source.
Customized solutions, constant assistance and attention to details are
the main points of Costruzioni Nazzareno’s corporate philosophy”. ■

FAPIL

OMEC

SPECIALISTS IN CNC TOOLS

TO REDUCE COSTS AND CONSUMPTIONS

Fapil tools (www.fapil.it) based in Zogno (Bergamo) took
part in Ligna 2011 with its wide range of tools and accessories for milling machines, conventional machines
and automatic lathes, products with high quality standards through the use of modern design and construction
technologies.
One of the important news presented to the market in
recent months by Fapil is "Live-Lock", the tool "always
alive" and with the “beating heart” to allow high-level performance.
"Live-Lock" is the right solution, fast and perfect for working both solid wood and all materials derived from wood.
The tool allows easy locking of the blades through the
use of screws and fasteners on the back, ensuring a
quick and safe return in compliance with En 847-1 rules.
Any customization of the profile of the knife on the shaped
body of "Live-Lock", makes it possible to machine any
shape allowing to
achieve high quality finish, thanks to either cutting or axial corners
studied in the best way.
The realization of the
cutter body with the use
of light alloys and restrained work diameteres, drastically reduces the weight of the
tool in favour of the stability of the machine
thus preserving operation in the best possible
working conditions. A
profiling of parts with a
diverse field of work
permits a quickly and
safely work with high
technology at an affordable price.
Another innovation by Fapil is the set of tools for the machining of laminated beams and structural elements. A
wide range of tools includes large saw blades, solid carbide drills or Hss for ducts formation works, solutions for
interchangeable inserts for roughing and planer working,
inserts tools for creating ducts or the formation of joint
sections, a complete set of bits for deep drilling: the whole
range is available in the catalog and on-demand. ■

Currently, the production of bottle racks and internal partitions for wood packing boxes involves quite non-standardized procedures and considerable labour.
Production times are therefore quite long, costs high, and
quality is not always what it should be.
The “Omec F13” presented by Omec (www.omecsrl.com) milling machine automatically cuts the grooves
on the four sides of the box and the grooves for assembling the bottle racks and internal partitions.
The machine has a sheet steel base on which the loading magazine, a chain feed system, a feeder belt, two
milling units, and a stacker are mounted. The width of
the workbench can be adjusted using a trapezoidal
screw. The machine is controlled by a Plc with a Lcd control panel at the operator's station. The work cycle involves
inserting the pieces to be worked in the infeed magazine, the pieces are fed by the belt feeder to the milling
zone, then the pieces are fed to the stacker of the outfeed magazine. The machine cuts single pieces. Adjustment of the dimension of the pieces to be machined
and the position of the grooves are manual, with the relevant position indicators. Hourly production is 2000
pieces/hour.
With this machine you can notably reduce the production cost and energy consumption per unit produced.
This result is obtained by increasing operating speed and
optimising the process and installed power.
Another aspect which shouldn’t be underestimated is the
extreme flexibility of the machine, letting you change from
one type of product to another with very fast tooling times,
making even small production runs profitable. ■
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HITECH GROUP

MVM

FEATURED AT LIGNA

BAND SAW SHARPENING AND SETTING

Significant presence of HiTech Group (www.hitechgroup.info) at last Ligna in Hannover. Within the wide range
of production of the group this year also the system "C.E.B."
(i.e. cut, edge, bore) starring in three new configurations
of the group companies: Macmazza, Sperandeo and Alberti. At the base of the hole feature is the innovative automation Macmazza patented and named "Piero". It is a
flexible warehouse loading, parking and unloading, which
eliminates the constant and costly work of forklift enslaved
island. "Piero" consists of a sturdy working platform (of 3500
kilograms) that loads a weight of 5000 kilograms more flexible stations.
Another international patent that matches perfectly with "Peter" is the plane of air blowing rotary motion eliminates the
elaborate front rotations involving numerous panels of heavy
packs of reconciling the demands of cutting optimization
with those of a rational handling.
We have already had occasion to speak of the rilling lines
by Alberti last year, but the new entry made in Cga Italia
is an interesting novelty.
Range of edgebanding machines "532 K" proposed by the
Pesaro based company is a response of great interest to
the problems remained unsolved in this field.
Constructed in different ranges of sizes for panels of various heights, these edgebanding machines occur with a
variety of working groups.
Siti of Santa Maria di Sala (Venice) presented "Supermike2", an automatic machine for a single sided edgebanding machine with a semi-automatic transportation of
the panel in the head, at point of introduction to the cutting edge bander. The bridge "Supermike2" with a flat suction cups (or empty boxes), once we recognize the piece
by reading the bar code, rotates it 90 degrees or 180, according to the needs of the further edge. Once the border, "SuperMike 2" deposited in the appropriate panels roller
forming piles of processed material. ■
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Mvm (www.mvmsrl.it), the professional band saw sharpening machine model “Sx80” is suitable for standard band
saws, bimetal and special ones with maximum width
80mm, with straight and
spaced teeth. It can work
with “Cbn” grinding wheel
and diamond wheel for carbide. This machine is
equipped with a variable
grinding wheel speed and a
variable feed speed, to optimize the yield of the machine and the consumption
of the grinding wheel. The
variable speed and the cooling system allow to grind
steel and stellite with borazon wheel, that gives a better finishing, a smaller overheating of the piece, a shorter working time and increases the life of the wheel.
You can also mount diamond grinding wheels for
sharpening carbide teeth.
The mechanical parts inside are in oil bath for maximum yield, precision and
durability. The automatic
setting machine “Sz75” is
suitable for band saw up to
75mm wide, and has a selfcentering system according
to the thickness of the band
saw. All its mechanical parts
(shafts, cams, levers, gears
etcetera) work in oil bath inside a sealed cast iron box.
This allows to work perfectly and a long life of the machine. With the special automatic centering vice you
can set band saw of any width automatically.
The machine is supplied with electronic variable speed
from 40 to 200 teeth per minute. ■
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BIGONDRY

VIVALDI

“THW” AND “DUO” PRESENTED AT LIGNA

INTERCHANGEABLE INSERTS (HW AND DIA)

Among a wide range of products presented at Ligna
2011 by Bigondry (www.bigondry.com), special emphasis goes to the “Thw” line, kilns for heat treatment
and thermo modification of wood. Bigondry has invested over three years on research and tests carried out on
their own prototype kiln, to give a suitable and efficient
response to the more and more growing market segment.
Thanks to the cooperation with the University of Wood
Technologies in Trento some treated products and
their relevant process have been certified and others are
in course of certification.
Bigondry solutions are based on pre-assembled kilns,
delivered ready to operate, where the erection costs on
site have been reduced to the minimum, where the quality of assembly is totally kept under control and where
the kilns are tested before shipment to destination.
In the “Thw” kilns it is possible to achieve treatment temperature over 230°C by using heating mediums like thermal oil, direct gas heating and/or heating resistances.
“Duo” line enriches the conventional kilns with additional
flexibility, quality, reliability and profitability. “Duo” is more
dryers in one: high volume kiln and at the same time more
smaller kilns that can run on their own, totally independently. The moving wall permits in few minutes to
switch to a multiple kilns system. A control unit is able
to manage the drying process passing from one single
kiln to more independent units.
The equipment of the kilns has been studied specifically
for the drying process of thicker material reducing at the
maximum the efficiency gap between a conventional system and the vacuum technology, thus offering a more affordable investment level.
If you join the above features to more and more advanced
solutions to optimize energy consumption (thermal and
electrical) and to heat recovery systems, just like the newest
one “RecPlus”, Bigondry is able to offer a more and more
complete and competitive package of solutions. ■
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Vivaldi (www.vivaldi-utensili.it) company specializing in
the production of tools and partners of the largest manufacturers of doors, has developed a specific sensitivity to resolve the most common issues in the processing of frames.
Over the years several systems of tools have been developed always targeted to ensure maximum performance and flexibility. Today Vivaldi has patented a new
system able to solve one of the major problems in the
production of windows: the processing of various
species (soft, hard, sandy, resin) with the same tool, preserving the life of the cutting edges. In fact a whole range
of diamond inserts have been developed which are interchangeable with all the hardware inserts.
This means that all standard and special inserts (engravers, etchers encouraged, encourage, knives 35 and
45 degrees, gleaners, and shake etchers knives) can be
replaced with an equivalent diamond insert.
It is obvious that for customers a considerable range of possibilities are opened by increasing the production flexibility.
You can use a diamond knife, just when needed for example, a certain very sandy essence to work. The benefit is the finishing degree which remains at high levels. ■

CORAL

MZ PROJECT

“EUROFILTER” DUST COLLECTORS

“MZ LINER” SYSTEM

The Coral company (www.coral.eu) presents dust collectors model "Eurofilter" which, due to their demanding
industrial use have qualities of sturdiness and solidity that
guarantee greater durability over time; moreover, thanks
to an accurate design, they are reliable and easy to use.
"Eurofilter" is suitable for extracting dust and chips of various kinds of dry powder of single or multiple sources and
consists of a paneled structure in galvanized
steel (Z) or painted upon request (V)
with bag filters felt needled
with automatic cleaning machine (vibrator) (M) or pneumatic (air) (P) and continuous discharge of
chips and dust in
wheeled metal containers and easy to
manage below.
The filter, a very
strong structure, remains of great handling characteristics
thanks to its large
diameter wheels, two
of which pivoting.
The group is designed to operate under
negative pressure to ensure maximum filtration efficiency and safety (fire and explosion) as possible. There are
many optional components Atex rules, such as electric
motor, explosion relief, fire extinguisher, electric, etc.The
backward curved blade centrifugal fan with high efficiency
is positioned inside the unit and so it is soundproof.
The model "Vs" is equipped with hopper and rotary valve
for easy discharge dust into a larger container or to a
mobile pneumatic transport to a storage silo. In addition,
the rotary valve can be fitted on request as an option in
the configuration "Vst" to eliminate the discharge pressure losses. ■

“Mz Liner” (www.mzproject.com) is a smart, versatile and
inexpensive system for the production of large wood
lamellas for the parquet industry, musical instruments,
sports items, doors and windows, tables, stairs, and other products where wood saving is a primary factor. It is
a combination between a very strong band saw and an
automatic carriage holding the stock. It uses a vacuum system to hold the stock during cutting operation,
the only requirement is for one side of the stock to be
of good quality in order to be perfectly clamped. The machine is equipped with an aluminium vacuum table or
a series of vacuum pads which are easily interchangeable according to the stock size. The machine can also
be provided with pneumatic clamps to hold the wood
whenever the vacuum system is not suitable. The machine operates with carbide tipped and/or stellite band
saw blades, it is able to saw both dry and wet wood assuring a minimum wood waste (1.3 mm) with an excellent cutting accuracy and speed. Adjusting times are minimized without any extra cost for optional equipment. All
operations are controlled by a Nc controller allowing to
store the working programs. ■
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A.COSTA RIGHI

PAGNONI IMPIANTI

SECAL

TECHNOLOGY AND QUALITY

NEW SINGLE OPENING PRESS

SOFTWARE FOR DRYING

The brand name A.Costa® (www.costarighi.com) is present since more
than 85 years in the woodworking machines market. Besides the standard
sawmill lines, chipper canters, trimming machines, one and two-spindle
multiripsaws, the company develops and produce various modular
sawmills with a great production flexibility. The lines are for processing of
logs from 100 up to 450 mm, consists
of chipper canters together with profiling units, trimming units, cutting
units and multiripsaws. At the Ligna
2011 the company presented the
new “Leone 2/250 just in time” with
quick positioning of blades and pressure unit who allows to work in automatic with different thicknesses from
30to 250mm without the operator’s intervention. More than 550 lines for solid wood parquet worldwide are the
proof of their experience. A new parquetry machine model “Mistral 2
Heavy Duty” allows to process solid
wood parquet from 40mm up to
240mm wide with feed speed from
15m up to 60m. Strong point of company’s production is the patented continuous gluing press “Kontact”. It is
a completely automatic line for the
continuous gluing of two and three-layer parquet with solid wood or plywood
support. The A.Costa® profiling line
“Kuadra CS” with double feed chain
can process pieces from 60mm up
to 400mm wide. ■
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Pagnoni Impianti (www.pagnoni.it),
the Italian leader in pressing lines,
presented at Ligna 2011 the new single opening press for Mdf that is
erecting in Belarus. With its considerable size of 2600x29645 mm, the
press will allow the production of
about 400 m3/day of Mdf. The specific pressure of 40 kg/cm2 will also
allow the production of Hdf.
Pressing lines for “Compact” and
“Hpl” decorative laminates are a core
market for Pagnoni. The latest
Pagnoni “Farline” with multi-opening press for the production of Hpl
is going to be started up in Russia
shortly.
“Farline” is the line dedicated to Hpl
production, both for thin and thick
panels, using the most sophisticated and modern technologies. Available in different sizes Pagnoni “Farline” is equipped with a press at 100
kg/cm2: the Pagnoni multiponening
solution for Hpl with powerful press,
cost saving and easy to be operated and maintained.
In the Scl field, Pagnoni offers its
standard lines for short-cycle lamination of boards with melamine and
phenolic paper Pagnoni “Selecta”
and “Smartline”.
Complete, reliable and inexpensive,
these lines can laminate boards of different sizes: from 4’x8’ (1220x 2400

mm) to 8’x14’ (2440x4200 mm). ■

Italian company Secal (www.secalsrl.com) since always innovator in the
field of solid wood drying kiln manufacturing, exhibited again at the last
International fair. The company presented some exclusive news, such
as software “intelligent frost” and
“wood de-icing system” for colder
countries, software for remote monitoring and management system using iPad.
But these news, although the most
important and result of years of research and testing, are not the only
ones that presented at the fair. New
electronic systems for the control and
management of drying kilns heated
by hot water or superheated water,
steam or gas, of steaming chambers,
special software for the heat treatment in accordance with Ispm15/Fao
standard, considering the forms of
application of this standard in various
countries. New software for remote
assistance, true pride of Secal, faster
and very friendly user. ■

QUICKWOOD

MAGGI ENGINEERING

ITALIAN TECHNOLOGICAL CREATIVITY

TRADITION AND TECHNOLOGY

Transferring in Italy the Danish experience and the know
how in the field of the production of abrasive brushes,
the company Quickwood Esperia srl (www.quickwood.it) based in Pavia di Udine (Udine) – Italy – has
applied all Italian "technological creativity" to a specific field, wood-furnishes, by literally innovating the
processes of the finish of the wood. Thanks to a high content of high-tech and personalized software systems, the
signed systems Quickwood can execute, in fact,
whichever type of working’s finishes replacing effectively
an operation that is still made manually.
Always careful to the market orientation, where, concerning the interior finishing, it seems there’s a definite
orientation towards the glossy finishing, the Quickwood
company has developed a fully automatic polishing line
for a continuous cycle, studied by combining the two
models “Pro Power” and “Qrc”.
The polishing of any surface is done through the application
of abrasive paste thanks to a system of spray guns, electronically controlled, the following coating made by cloth
brushes of large-diameter for a quick polishing on line (working feeding speed up to 1.5 m/min) and the subsequent
brightening made by rotating and oscillating cotton pads.
Following also the needs of companies with smaller budgets due to the not so happy situation, the Quickwood has
focused its resources in the study of a series of options,
with low cost but of absolute efficiency, suitable for application to any machine (even already existing) and able
to solve the most specific needs of brushing, rustik, sanding, cleaning, etcetera. This is how the various models
“Qrc” for edging borders, “Qtos” with rail-head transversely to carpet, “Qcs” tape holder for brushes working
transversely, “Qos” super smoothing buffering with roto
orbital movement, “Qrc” with oscillating head equipped
with seven or nine "cup brushes", vertical bruhses to sand
the sides, Pa horizontal brush for the finishing. ■

Maggi Engineering ( www.maggi-engineering.com) developes and manufactures lead-technology wood-working machinery for all-over the world since 1963. The automatic edge-banding machine for straight panels
model “Edging System 3.50” is an extremely compact
and functional machine unique of its kind. It has been
developed by applying the finest technology to warranty
a quick, precise and easy set-up and to meet the requirements of the small- and medium-size carpentry.
This machine can process edge-tapes made of wood,
Abs and melaminic up to 3mm and work with panels up
to 50mm thickness. It is equipped with a gluing unit with
Teflon-coated glue tank, quick emptying system and temperature control device with stand-by function, an
edge press rollers with adjustable guide for edge alignmentan end cutting unit with Hss guillotine shears and
blower to remove edge residues. It is also equipped with
a trimming unit with two high-frequency motors 12000
r.p.m. Vertical movement of the upper motor is independent and on guides and blocks sliding on ball bearings. The 80mm diameter large-size milling cutters made
of widia are supplied with interchangeable double
sharpened inserts. Hardened steel copiers discs 130mm
diameter, assembled on ball bearings. Motorized feeding unit 6 m/min speed. Reel support 800mm diameter,
collapsible to save space. ■
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PRIMA ELECTRO

PINOSA

NEW NAME, SAME SKILLS

THREE NEWS AT LIGNA

A new brand and a
new name for Prima
Electronics, which became the beginning of
2011 Prima Electro.
Many changes, but the
competence of all time
in the Cnc, where Prima Electro (www.primaelectro.com), following the acquisition
of Osai, is known as an
international leader in
the field applications of
glass, wood, stone.
A lot of news, also on
the internationalization: Prima Electro, with the opening
offices in China, aims to extend the brand's presence
in the Chinese market, and with the acquisition of Prima
North America to strengthen its presence in the U.S. market.
In support of these objectives is the new family of products "Opencontrol" hardware and software platform last
generation, which was created to integrate the experience
of Prima Electro and Osai in Cnc and motion control.
"Opencontrol" began as a set of modular hardware and
software, known as "building blocks" that can be selected
to suit the individual application.
At Ligna was presented for the first time "Open-XS," the
solution "entry level" family "Opencontrol" high-performing and cost effective. It is a system offering either
analog or digital solution for axes control, consisting of
two main modules: the unit of real-time control, and Pcbased platform with Ethernet communication card protocol EtherCAT (SoE and CoE).
If one would want a similar solution for high integration,
already equipped with a broad set of I/O control, the unit
can be coupled to the secondary module called "Bridge",
always connected to the main module via the EtherCAT
bus, in the configuration of up to four or up to six axes.
Prima Electro also presented at Ligna the series of I/O
bus EtherCat, "Openrio". ■

Pinosa (www.pinosa.net) presented at the Ligna fair its
novelties: “Epc400” is the latest in the range Pinosa, very
fast and productive, with only one operator, it is able to
work even crooked and gnarled tree log and branch
wood (saw 3’’ cycle, saw/split 4’’). The operation can be
semi-automatic controlled by the operator using a joystick, or else it can work automatically. Equipped with
a 37kW electric motor, it works timber with a maximum
diameter 410mm, max length of 3000 to 5000 or
6500mm, max 35ton power split. Drive: electric, tractor
Pto, diesel engine.
“Epc6500” the biggest in the range Pinosa, sawing and
splitting automatically in various modes, without ever leaving waste (cutting optimization) or pieces of the same
length by discarding the bottom piece. It is equipped with
an electronic system to control the motor current absorption of the saw blade that allows the automatic adjustment of the sawing speed (cycle saw 5’’, saw/splits
7"). It is equipped with two electric motors, one for the saw
37kW, the other one 45kW for the hydraulic unit. Work
with timber diameter max 605mm, max length of 3000 to
5000 or 6700mm 70 Ton power split. Drive: electric.
“Fam250” automatic machine for the production of firelighting strips, chopped wood for pizza, and ceramic or
normal stoven. Wood worked: round, sawmill waste and
carpentry. Max working diameter 250mm and length up
to 150-200-250-290mm. Drive: electric, tractor Pto, hydraulic tractor outside. ■
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“Epc400”.

MD DARIO

COMEC GROUP

TWO BRAND NEW SAWING MACHINES

DOOR JAMBS MACHINES

With an enhanced shape,
the classic “Sv3 Media”, the
most popular Md Dario
(www.md-dario.com) sawing machine, has been converted in the new two machine models: “Sn33” and
“Sn44” reaching the maximum cutting height of 30
and 40 cm.
With its new casing and
shape, the new sawing machines are even more easy to
use and versatile, maintaining
the technological qualities and
safety of the previous model.
“Sn33”.
Although some functions
have been renewed, such as
the blade tightener and the body, both the “Sn33” and
“Sn44” have all the features of the old “Sv3 Media”.
Therefore there is still the fixed version for processing
at the bench for the execution of small parts requiring
extreme precision (mosaics and small objects); it is provided for application on the arm, in which case it is fitted with a two-hands control that ensures maximum safety for the operator.
According to the requirements of the users is possible
to apply supports and devices created over the time as
the mobile trolley to move the saw in several workplaces
(“Set 1500”) or the central column for who have to make
circular cuts up to 360° (“Set 2000”). ■

Comec Group (www.comecgroup.it) is a specialised
company that manufactures special machines that can
be used in different production fields.
On this occasion we are introducing the “Md Jamb” series of work centres with multiple heads, personalized
for the manufacturing of door jambs.
“Md Jamb” machines are available in a wide range of
equipments and configurations, and are custom-built according to the specific needs and requirements of the
customer.
Their main characteristic is the presence of three independent and synchronised operating heads, to reduce
remarkably the execution times for the individual piece
in comparison to a traditional work centre.
The three heads, each of them controlled on three axis,
carry out simultaneously (multitasking) the operations for
the cutting to measure 90° and 45°, milling (housing for
door lock and for the hinges) and drilling (anuba housing, metallic clips, etc.)
The piece-holder bench, consisting of four separate and
adjustable elements, is particularly effective for the positioning and fastening of the door jamb; a bench positioning system controlled by the Ncis also available .
Furthermore, the “Md Jamb” is equipped with an axis
control system of the latest generation, complete with personalized software and Cad. ■

“Sn44”.
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GIBEN AWARDED AT LIGNA 2011
Although the international situation remain quite complex
nowadays, while the economic conditions greatly differ from country to country
and the global market is still
substantially frozen, Giben
once again has been able to
take advantage from its distinctive features which mark
all its history and make it a truly unique brand: “Quality
and Innovation”. Giben exhibiting floor displayed very
high technology-innovation
contents per square meter
compared to the entire event,
however this achievement
would give no result, if not
shared and approved by the
industry and the market. The
most definite side was the
market indeed shared Giben
vision allowing them to considerably increase the number
of the potential co-operations
and sale proposals. So, quality and innovation have been
rewarded.

The strength of their product
line was proved by the “Novelty Symposium Ligna 2011”
award, granted to Giben company for the “Lasernest”, a
truly innovating laser cutting
machine for organic materials
and by the consideration personally expressed to them by
Prof. Dr. Eng. Frieder Scholz,
Rosenheim University, about
the entire Giben product
range. Beyond the laser cutting machine, Giben introduced important novelties
such as the “3D digital printer” and the latest “Prisma6000” panel sizing saw
equipped with Ecotech package which leads the reference
edge in terms of performance, operating costs, safety
and environment impact of
panel sizing equipment to a
level clearly on top. ■
The latest “Prisma6000”
panel sizing saw
equipped with Ecotech package.
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The prize delivery. Photo Credits: Ulrich Schwill/Holz-Zentralblatt.

Laser cutting machine “Lasernest” awarded
with “Novelty Symposium Ligna 2011”.

FOCUS

HOMAG GROUP VS SCM GROUP
The news that during the exhibition created quite a stir and
great attention is here committed to the press releases by
both companies.
Ligna 2011: Homag proceeds against plagiarists
The Homag Group has taken
decisive action against the
company Scm/Morbidelli, obtaining an interim injunction by
court order at the Ligna
2011.The move was prompted by an imitation of the safety technology “safeScan” developed and patented by
Homag Holzbearbeitungssysteme GmbH. The system
was unveiled to the trade
public a year ago by Homag
on its “BMG series” at the
Nuremberg Fair. The interim
injunction issued by the Regional Court of Hamburg confirms an infringement of German patent 102006052017
B4.
From the afternoon of the
second show day, only a part
of the original machine concept was still in evidence at
the Scm/Morbidelli stand. In
the Morbidelli Author m800
processing centre, the light
barrier deployed in the safety system had to be removed
in order to comply with the injunction. The company’s “Accord 30FX” and “40FX” machines were also affected by
the court order.
A patent registered in November 2006 protects the
safeScan safety system de-

veloped by Homag Holzbearbeitungssysteme GmbH. This
intelligent safety concept safeguards the machine operator
and any other persons located in the vicinity, and is composed of two different sensors. The first is activated
on a no-contact basis as
soon as anyone penetrates a
defined area around the machine. It acts to reduce the
feed rate of moving parts
such as the unit carrier with its
safety enclosure. If the person
continues to move closer to
the machine and comes into
contact with the machine
part, the contact sensor is
tripped and the machine
comes to an immediate stop.
By taking this decisive action,
the Homag Group with its
over 800 registered industrial property rights is sending
out an audible signal that it is
prepared to protect its intellectual property. Product plagiarism is one of the reasons
for the company’s decision to
present its innovations to the
trade fair public at key fairs
such as the Ligna behind
closed doors in its InnovationCenter.
The answer by Scm Group.
Ligna 2011: a great success for Scm Group despite Homag wanted to prevent the exhibition of three
Morbidelli and Scm working
centres.
Scm Group believes that
Homag’s preliminary injunction
during the international exhibition in Hanover was solely in-

tended to obstruct the display
of three machines fitted with
several innovative and competitive solutions on the occasion of the main international
show of the industry.
Proofs are the following facts:
1. the patent object of the injunction contains minor inventive steps and does not
concern machining nor basic
technological aspects. It relates to the safety system of
the working centre activated
by photocells.The device
used by Scm group, does not
differ from many applications
in use on tool machinery
since the end of the Nineties.
The patent, filed in 2006, is
valid only in Germany and at
this point in time it has never
been granted outside German territory.
2. The legal action obtained
by Homag was based only on
Homag’s statements without
giving Scm Group the possibility to present the court with
its defence.
3. The three Morbidelli and
Scm machining centres on
show at Ligna fitted with the
safety system with the argued photocells are advanced technologies particularly successful on the market, including Germany. The
safety photocells are not an
essential part of the systems.
4. It is unusual to sustain the
coverage over an entire machine against a patent connected to an ordinary device
valid only in Germany. Several
appearances of it will be
demonstrated. Therefore, Scm
Group persevered in ad-

vancing its complaints and in
a matter of a few hours a temporary agreement was made.
5. While waiting to demonstrate at the right time and
place the inconsistency of
the patent, Scm Group removed the photocells and
presented the machines in
their full operation.
6. Scm Group believes that
its solution is different to that
of Homag and is safer than
others applied today on the
market.
Patent issues are a particularly
delicate matter and, under
normal industrial relations, in
similar cases the first action
calls for a discussion amongst
engineers.
There would have been time
to deal with the details of the
patent in a constructive manner, having Scm Group already presented the same
solution on its working centres
at Technodomus, another international exhibition which
took place in April 2010; we
have not since received any
notification.
Scm Group has undertaken
actions to prove the nullity of
the disputed patent DE
102006052017 B4.
The press release is closing
confirming that Scm Group’s
working centres are entirely respondent to the European
safety standards and are free
from any patent obligation,
even on German territory. ■
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STANDARDS

MACHINERY SAFETY:
THE LATEST NEWS
Safety issues in the production
of industrial machinery
and plants are now regulated
by the new machinery directive.
Acimall and Cepra,
in collaboration with Cei
and Tecnoservizi, are organizing
a dedicated meeting
and exhibition area
inside Xylexpo 2012.
The new Machinery Directive has been into force
since 29 December 2009. It’s an update of common European rules applied since 1995 for automatic machinery manufacturers and suppliers,
which are also mandatory for woodworking machinery.
The Machinery Directive consists of two parts. One
part explains the certification procedure required
for a machine to be sold on the European market.
It illustrates a number of requirements to be satisfied in order to obtain the certification, and the documentation to be generated.
The second part illustrates the essential health and
safety requirements to be complied with for machines that have to be marketed. For instance, it
states that manufacturers have to evaluate equipment-related risks and minimize risks related to the
transportation, assembling, operation and maintenance of a machine. Other requirements concern
ergonomics, noise, emergency stop, control systems, moving parts, starting and switch-off procedures.

WHAT’S CHANGED
The new directive does not introduce any radical
change compared to the previous one, but significant portions have been rephrased and clarified.
The most significant changes are the following.
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The scope has been extended and clarified: the
boundaries with other directives (for instance, low
voltage and elevators) have been clearly identified.
It is also explicitly specified which machines are included and which are not.
Requirements for partly completed machinery
have been clarified. The previous directive included
some requirements for partly completed machines, but they were not clear. Now it’s clear what
needs to be done to market a partly completed machine and which documentation must be produced.
New procedures for compliance evaluation.
Some evaluation procedures have been eliminated (for instance, the dispatch of documentation to
a certification institute for secure filing) and a new
one introduced (full quality assurance).
The contents of the instruction manual have
been expanded. In the new Machinery Directive,
the requirements for instruction manuals have
been re-written and clarified. Among other things,
now you have to include: Ec declaration of conformity, conditions for the machine to meet stability requirements, specification of operating methods in case of accident or failure, specifications of
spare parts to be used.
Clarifications of requirements for technical
documentation. Technical documentation must be
produced for all machines, including partly com-

pleted machines. The new directive also specifies
that risk evaluation must be included in the technical documentation.
It is also worth mentioning that safety components
must be Ec-marked in compliance with the machinery directive, not only “Emc” or “Low Voltage”.
Discussions about the possible extension of standard En 954-1 have finally come to an end.
The validity of the standard will be extended to 31
December 2011, then the new standard will come
into force.
Standard En 954-1 deals with control system safety and describes resistance to failure using categories B, 1, 2, 3 and 4.
This standard was written over
13 years ago and, since then,
many things have happened in
machinery safety. Those categories are no longer enough
to describe the reliability of
parts for the safety of control
systems in complex modern
machines equipped with
programmable systems,
for instance.
Year after year, the necessity to update the
standard has increased.
The new standard En
Iso 13849-1 was published in 2006 as an
update of En 954-1 to
the latest safety technology. Instead of categories, En Iso 13849-1 uses the definition “Performance level” (with levels from “a” to
“e”) to describe the probability of hazardous failures in safety-related control systems. The transition to “Performance level” means that the reliability
of safety-related parts in a control system is now
calculated in a different way compared to the category-based system, where the reliability of safety-related parts is determined in relation to the system structure.
An alternative to En Iso 13849-1 is En 62061 (also
called Iec 62061). This standard deals with control
system safety as well, but it is specific for control
systems using a safety plc. En 62061 uses the definition “Safety Integrity Level” (with levels from 1 to

3) to describe the probability of hazardous failures
in safety-related control systems. With “Safety Integrity Level” you can also calculate the reliability
of safety-related parts in a control system.

NEW DEADLINE
For a period of three years, manufacturers have
been free to select the described standards. 28 December 2009 was the final deadline for the application of En 954-1 to satisfy the corresponding requirements of the Machinery Directive. This deadline has now been postponed by two years, so until 29 December 2011. Standard En 954-1 will be
retired by the European standardization organizations. Finally, it should be noticed that the Machinery
Directive is the state-of-the-art reference law and standards only indicate a
method to comply with
the directive.

THE BENEFITS
OF STANDARD
CHANGES
Although pressure on machinery manufacturers and
users has reduced, it is still
useful to plan the transition
from “Performance level” or
"Safety Integrity Level" as soon
as possible. The benefit is that
now changes can be monitored better, making sure that
everything is done properly and
correctly from the very start.
Then it might not be that easy.
Although changing a standard initially requires more
work, the benefits are significant. New standards
offer more reliable solutions, as they rely on more
recent technology. Old standards are not totally suitable for modern safety solutions.
A competitive benefit is represented by the application of state-of-the-art technology. In some cases, it is absolutely essential to change standard, as
in some C-type standards (such as En Iso 102181 for industrial robots), the references to En 954-1
have already been replaced by En Iso 13849-1; and
if a customer requests the full assumption of conformity, standard En 954-1 no longer represents a
valid alternative.
by Armando Zecchi ■
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BREAKING NEWS

FULL SUPPORT BY ACIMALL
TO NEXT XYLEXPO
Xylexpo was the key topic at the general assembly of Acimall,
the Confindustria association representing Italian woodworking
technology companies, held in Bologna last 24 June.
freedom of choice of each company, but rather give
a clear message to fight the more and more frequent
short-sighted initiatives that inevitably weaken the
image of our industry and our country system, with
consequences that, in the medium term, will bring
serious damage to the entire industry if not promptly and strongly opposed”.
“Our stance is fully approved and shared by all European associations of woodworking machinery
manufacturers which – through the Eumabois federation – have clearly declared their intention to exclusively attend Xylexpo 2012, as they consider it
essential to take part in only one exhibition in order to avoid problems and confusion in the market”.
From left:
Roberto de Joannon,
Franco Paviotti,
Ambrogio Delachi,
Ivano Coral
and Sergio Ziotti.

The Acimall general assembly confirmed full and
unanimous support to Xylexpo, the biennial international exhibition of woodworking technology and
furniture industry supplies, to be held from 8 to 12
May 2012 in the Fieramilano-Rho Exhibition Center.
According to the assembly's mandate, the association’s board of directors will deploy all energies and
resources to ensure the greatest success of the exhibition, which has been the most important international review of woodworking technology in
even-numbered years for over four decades.
The assembly has also entrusted the board to study
and enforce possible disciplinary measures
against member companies that decide to attend
exhibitions (such as Technodomus in Rimini) directly
and explicitly in competition with Xylexpo, considering such behavior non-compliant with the regulations of the Acimall statute.

“With this stance – said Acimall President, Ambrogio
Delachi – the assembly does not want to limit the
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“The validity of our decision – Delachi added – is
witnessed by the registration of many leading European companies to Xylexpo 2012, especially the
most important German groups, for whom Milan
is a key location for an exhibition that aims at a high
level of internationalization, offering efficient connections and a well-designed exhibition center”.
Then, Delachi summed up the economic scenario Acimall is currently facing, with final results for 2010 better than expected. Italian production of woodworking technology amounted to 1,542 million Euros, i.e.

25.6 percent more than in 2009. Export figures were
also positive (1,067 million Euros, plus 21.7 percent
over the previous twelve months). Import amounted
to 182 million Euros, i.e. 48 percent more than in 2009.
Trade balance amounted to 882 million Euros (plus
17.4 percent over 2009) and apparent consumption
to 660 million (plus 38.3 percent).

“This is a significant rebound at first sight, but the
trend is still highly unstable – commented Delachi
– so your companies could not go back to pre-crisis levels; instead, this target was achieved by our
traditional competitors, who are enjoying a phase
of strong and constant recovery, supported by a
favorable situation in their domestic markets. In few
words, it’s true that we are growing, but much less
than others”.
“Nevertheless, it’s encouraging to see that, despite
the horrible last three years – added the Acimall
president –, the economic landscape of Italian
woodworking companies is showing signs of
stability and we have not seen the feared
slaughter of enterprises. There have been further
acquisitions but, at the same time, some collaboration and aggregation projects have not given
the expected results. All in all, the industry is facing a decisive year like 2011 with the energy and
determination to “carry on”. However, we are not
out of danger, and 2011 will certainly be another tough year.
The positive trend recorded in 2010 – Delachi
added – has continued in the first quarter 2011
that, according to figures collected and processed
by the Acimall Studies office, should bring a 20.4
percent increase of orders compared to the same
period of 2010 (plus 24.9 percent abroad versus
plus 6.3 percent on the domestic market). Taking
a closer look, there is a trend that is worth analyzing. The bigger companies, with a more ar-

ticulated organization and the capacity to operate on a greater number of markets, have obtained
more benefits (in terms of orders) from the current recovery.
This is strong evidence of the necessity to deploy
industrial and commercial aggregation projects, so
as to get the necessary resources to penetrate different markets with a more extensive approach.
Let me say something about imports, they were
influenced by two factors, as repeatedly stressed
by Acimall analysts: on one hand, a higher flow of
machines from China (increased by at least 35 percent compared to the previous twelve months); on
the other, the attention of Italian companies towards
“made in Germany” technology. I think each of us
can draw his conclusions in this respect”.
Delachi then illustrated the daily activities of the association, including the work of the Technical Office, the publishing business, the lobbying action
within the framework of Confindustria, Federmacchine, FederlegnoArredo, Eumabois and Vdma.
“A specific mention – he added – goes to international promotion, so far entrusted to Ice, the Italian Foreign Trade Institute, that has been canceled.
This decision is generating a few big questions,
considering that the institute has not yet been replaced by another organization to support and promote “made in Italy” around the world.
We hope the situation is clarified soon, because
it is absurd that a technical issue turns into a dangerous hindrance to the promotion of Italian industry all over the world, although Acimall is
preparing to guarantee the delivery of services to companies”. (l.r.) ■
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EVENTS

THE “MADE IN ITALY”
FURNITURE UNIVERSE
The latest edition of the Saloni
in Milan was an occasion
to see how things are going
in the Italian furniture industry...
The Saloni entrance.
Credits: Photo by
Alessandro Russotti
Courtesy Cosmit spa.

SaloneUfficio
Credits: Photo by
Luciano Pascali
Courtesy Cosmit spa.

The 50th edition of the Saloni was the ideal stage
to illustrate the industry trend. Everyone was waiting for figures, after the recent season that was not
really exciting. Signals from Milan feed greater optimism, because the furniture industry is showing
recovery signs, however timid.
This is confirmed by preliminary figures processed
in March by Cosmit/FederlegnoArredo study center, indicating that economic results are better than
forecast at the end of 2010. All indexes have been
reviewed slightly upwards, encouraging manufacturers to keep moving into the direction that leads
out of the crisis. The turnover of the furniture macro
system increased by 1.8 percent instead of 1.6 percent estimated at the end of last year, driving total 2010 revenues up to 21.3 billion Euros: a positive result showing that the exit of the tunnel is still
far from pre-crisis levels.
No illusion for Giovanni Anzani, Assarredo president. “This is an encouraging result, but we
should not forget that, to go back to the levels of
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2007, the last year when revenues increased, we
should wait until 2020 if average annual growth
starting from next year remains the same as
recorded in 2010”. Overall figures hide the real
trends that are driving the furniture industry, with
lights and shadows. The house is still the main driver of furniture investments, unlike offices, for instances, which are still far from recovery.
The most interesting signals come from foreign markets. The export increase by 5.4 percent is a positive factor for all operators, though with different
trends for each product category and often opposed to the situation of the domestic market.
In 2010, the living area recorded the best economic
performance in export, with dining and sitting
rooms up by 7.3 percent, and chairs by 9.5 percent.
Less brilliant development for upholstered furniture,
losing 1.7 percent, and bedrooms, down by 2.1 percent. “Made in Italy” office is appreciated beyond
the border, with an export share increase by 4.4 percent; same growth rate also for lighting. According
to Anzani, the different behavior of each segment

FURNITURE MACRO SYSTEM
(MILLION EUROS AT CURRENT PRICES)
Production turnover (a)
Export (b)
Import (c)
Trade balance (b-c)
Apparent domestic consumption
Export/turnover (% b/a)

2009
20,932
9,494
2,635
6,859
14,073
45%

2010
21,301
10,004
3,110
6,894
14,408
47%

% var. 10/09
1,8%
5.4%
18%
0.5%
2%
4%

Source: Cosmit/Federlegno-Arredo Study Center, preliminary figures processed in March 2011

in the global scenario “clearly shows that recovery
is gradually involving all production systems, but
results often vary according to the positioning of
each company, brand appeal and sales organization
efficiency”. This positive trend is not widespread and
general, but it must be evaluated on a case-by-case
basis, taking into account the capacity of each production organization to approach the market and deploy suitable tools and means to foster the competitiveness of its sales activity.
Export is back on the rise in traditionally strong markets for “made in Italy”, hit by the crisis of the past
two years. In Europe, France is the major Italian customer for furniture, with 6.9 percent export growth in
2010 compared to the previous year; Germany and
Great Britain recorded significant growth in import
from Italy, with plus 5.9 percent and plus 6 percent
respectively. A very positive result was also recorded by the United States, with a 7 percent increase
of export after heavy shrinkage as of 2008. A less
positive situation is characterizing countries that promised much before the crisis and are still subject to
falling purchase volumes of Italian goods.
Russia, Italy’s fourth largest customer for furniture,
recorded a further reduction by 1 percent at the end
of the year after an oscillating trend; the situation
is worse in Greece, down by 21.8 percent. Export
is also dropping to the United Arab Emirates, minus 7.9 percent, at place number twelve for the value of import.
China is reversing the import/export ratio: through
export is still below import in terms of volume (export to China amounts to 124.7 million Euros while
import from China to Italia is worth 972 million Euros, making China the top supplier for Italy), the de-

velopment of percent rates is significant, with export surpassing import with an increase rate of plus
45.8 percent versus 36.3 percent.
Also Italian import from abroad is back to growth,
with a total increase by 18 percent, for an import
value of 3.1 billion Euros: China, Germany, Poland
and Romania are the major suppliers of Italian import. Domestic consumption hardly keeps up and
grows at a less sustained
rate, but still significant,
up by 2 percent and worth
14 billion Euros.
The foreign trade balance
indicates that the direction
taken by the industry in
recent years, mainly as a
result of globalization support strategies adopted by
Cosmit and FederlegnoArredo for industry companies, is the right one
and can help revive the Italian furniture industry as
we wait for the domestic
market to recover; first of
all, “Saloni Worldwide” in
Moscow, Russia, and “I Saloni Milano” in New York,
presenting furniture design within a wider framework of "Italian Lifestyle".
Forecasts for the coming months are still positive,
whereby industry operators (according to the latest
market survey by Centro Studi Cosmit/FederlegnoArredo) expect an expansion of sales compared
to 2010, especially in bathroom and lighting. ■

Exhibition of
prototypes at
SaloneSatellite
Credits: Photo by
Carola Merello
Courtesy Cosmit spa.
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TOOLS

WOOD

USEFUL AND EFFECTIVE
CASCADING
WITH REKORD

TABU: EMOTIONAL VENEER

An effective approach to
cascading is the strategic direction taken by Rekord
(www.rekordsrl.com). The
current offer of the company
covers the entire range of
project “Esperia”.
“We have tested windows
with three wings”, says Nicola Pedrotti, sales manager,
“and we have always obtained medium-to-high quality results. The values
achieved can be extended
to fixed opening models with
one wing, windows with one
or two wings, covering almost the entire range of
standard production”.

Nicola Pedrotti.

“ITT tests are complemented
by heat transmittance certification for all window and
French window nodes, for a
total of 64 nodes, made of
both softwood and hardwood.
Of course, we have also
tested a number of accessories from several manufacturers, including hardware, seals and aluminum
drip courses”.
Over 150 cascading projects have been closed so far;
besides an agreement to
transfer ITT tests, each project includes a database and
a guide to control the production process, a manual
for proper installation, instruction for the use and
maintenance of windows,
doors and shutters.
“With this package” says
Nicola Pedrotti, “our customers will be able to face all
issues relating to EC marking
and to distinguish themselves successfully”. ■
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It’s not an exhibition, but a storyboard that tells
about the thousand faces and
symbolic meanings of material,
searching for the
authentic roots of
design: the events
in the Fuorisalone
calendar at the
A detail of the Tabu installation
Milano Design
at “Trees of Life” by Maurizio Favetta.
Week included
the project “Trees
of Life”, a real tree set up by (“The courtyard of life”, “The
architect Maurizio Favetta room of nature”, “The room of
with his Kingsize Architects light”, “The magical garden”,
group in their atelier in the via “The room of color”, “The liqTortona 26 Courtyard.
uid space”, “The paradise of
One of the protagonists of the taste”), where Tabu conevent, giving a strong hu- tributed to the installation of
manistic message beyond “Boulevard of nature”, a
fashion, trends and markets, short track where different
was Tabu, based in Cantù codes were presented on
(Como), specializing in the two facing walls: on the left,
production and processing of a wall featuring hundreds of
natural veneers of all wood interpretations of veneer in a
species, natural tinted veneer, multicolor setting; on the
multilaminar wood, pre-fin- right, giant leaves roughly
ished decors, cut veneer and sketched out by the artistic
solid wood, wooden edges, interpretation of the archifloorings and panelings.
tect. ■
The exhibition route was divided into specific topics

FAIRS

SICAM 2011: 19-22 OCTOBER
Preparations for the third edition of Sicam, International Exhibition of Components and
Accessories for the Furniture
Industry, to be held from 19th
to 22nd October 2011, are under way, confirming the profitable collaboration with the
Pordenone fair.
According to the latest figures
from organizers, over 450
companies have registered
for the event and have been
assigned over 95 percent of
the available exhibition surface. Together with many Italian companies, there will be a
significant number of international exhibitors coming to
Pordenone from over 25 countries. The top countries of origin are Germany and Austria,
followed by Spain and Turkey:
these countries have always
been international leaders in
furniture industry supplies and
semifinished materials, and
their participation underlines
the value of the event organized by Exposicam.
The international scope of the
exhibition also extends to visitors: in 2010 there were 18
thousand, 26 percent from
83 foreign countries, and in
2011 the same result is expected.
It’s a great result that con-

solidates Sicam’s role in the
furniture components industry and the entire supply
chain in Italy, and its undeniable appeal for many industry actors from all around the
world. An excellent exhibition
with a comprehensive offer:
from the big brands of hardware to decors, from veneers
to electric household appliances, from cabinet doors to
wood, from paddings to glues
and paints.

“Sicam has always had a
clear vision of its role”, says
Carolina Giobbi, communications and external relations
manager of the event. “We

know what exhibitors and visitors are expecting of us and
we work to turn their wishes
into reality. We visit many exhibitions around the world to
promote the Pordenone
event. The constant increase
of operators coming in from
all over the world indicates
that we are moving into the
right direction. We know the
requirements we have to
meet, and we know what the
market expects from Sicam in
terms of action range. It’s a
balance, a vision that has enabled us to achieve our target, i.e. be the meeting point
for our industry in Italy, a reference our country needs to

present a domestic production that – despite being
showcased in an international event – certainly has
deep roots in Pordenone”.
This review, as many industry
people know, is a recipe with
excellent ingredients: it is held
in a region where a major
part of Italian furniture production is concentrated; the
exhibition center is “visitorfriendly”; organizers have
been constantly committed
to promotion at the leading exhibitions worldwide; efficient
organization allows exhibitors
and visitors to focus on their
own business exclusively; the
town and the territory provide an adequate background
to the event, as they understand its importance and contribute to its success.
Last but not least: the dates of
the fourth edition have already been announced, from
17 to 20 October 2012. ■
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PANELS

SOFTWARE

BELLOTTI
“LARIPAN®XE”

It's called “Laripan® Xe” and
it is the new product by Bellotti (www.bellottispa.com):
a monolithic composite panel for the production of heatproofed covers, with an innovative insert of extruded
expanded polystyrene −
specifically produced by
Dow Chemical for Bellotti
with improved 0.027 Lamda
value − that offers high energy efficiency at lower
thickness.
“Laripan® Xe” is available in
83-105-116-129 mm thickness, calculated to provide
architects and construction
companies with the opportunity to offer insulating solutions that meet new energy
saving requirements.

With this panel, the same
heat resistance values can
be achieved with lower thickness.
This is definitely a “green”
product, as energy saving
leads to a significant reduction of emissions and, consequently, improved environmental friendliness.
Compliant with insulation values prescribed by law, “Laripan® Xe” entitles to tax deductions on the investment,
and contributes to reduce
handling and storage costs. It
is also a beautiful product: The
lower side can be finished with
several custom decors for all
styles; it can also be left
"naked" or tinted, ensuring an
excellent visual result. ■
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“I-LOGICO”
SOLUTION FOR DOORS
AND WINDOWS
For about twenty years, Logico Team (www.logicoteam.it)
has been providing software
solutions for door and window manufacturers.
The company – based in
Volano near Trento – has
launched an innovative product that enables door and
window manufacturers to
solve complicated and troublesome matters at minimum
costs. “i-Logico” is a webbased service providing cost
estimates, acoustic and energy certification (simplified
calculation as well as “nodes
included”), documents to
comply with Ec standards
(product sheet) as well as
support for the production
and identification of noncompliance in the factory.
The web-based software can
be used from any computer
with an Internet connection
and ensures compliance with
new or modified standards.
“i-Logico” is an open platform
to anyone offering contents
relating to the world of doors
and windows, such as companies offering cascading

solutions (tool makers, hardware manufacturers). These
companies will no longer
have to install software and
they will not have to provide
their customers with documentation and assistance:
they will just have to provide
them with an “i-Logico” access and updates will be
automatic and clear.
Operation is easy: the door
manufacturer subscribes to
the service, communicates
the specifications of his
doors and windows, as well
as the results obtained in laboratory tests. Logico adds all
the data to its servers and
provides an access code.
The use of the software is
very simple, based on a
question/answer dialogue,
the same principle that has
ensured the success of another application by Logico
Team, “LogicoWeb”. ■

FAREWELL TO PIETRO TANZINI

On Monday, June 6, Pietro
Tanzini, one of the men who
have made the history of
woodworking technology,
suddenly passed away. Born
in 1926, Tanzini stood with his
company until the very end,
with love, passion and dedication, which kept him close
to his sons Franco and Marco and everyone working at
Vitap although the years went
by and illness had repeatedly
struck him in recent times.
But that’s the way it had to
be, as Tanzini has always
considered his business as
his second family.
A huge crowd of people at
his funeral in his home town
Poggibonsi was the best
tribute and clearest evidence
of his tight bonds not only
with the art of woodworking, but also with a town, a
territory that had known him
and appreciated his commitment and passion as an
entrepreneur.
The story is similar to many
others: with a professional
school degree in mechanical
engineering, he started to
build early "mechanisms" in
the Forties. During his working experience, he came
across Franco Viciani and,
together, they created Vitap

(Viciani Tanzini Poggibonsi)
in 1954.
They both came from farmers’ families, who had shed
blood and sweat to allow
two young men to learn a
craft that could save them
from tilling land... which they
never ceased to love anyway.
Vitap started to work in different areas, then gradually
approached the woodworking industry. The first step
was the construction of
sharpening machines. With
manual skills and inventiveness, they could build any
kind of machinery or equipment, until they realized the
woodworking industry could
bring some satisfaction. And
the decision came almost
naturally.
In 1958, there came the first
Vitap drilling machine, a
product that was going to become a landmark for this
company. A few years later,
the business scope was expanded from local joiners to
a real “commercial system”:
market expanded, opportunities increased and Vitap
started to grow. The first sale
across the Italian border was
in 1963 and it brought great
satisfaction, but it also
showed it was necessary to
change attitude, to think bigger, to face the challenge of
different attitudes, habits and
languages. France and
Spain were the first destinations, soon followed by many
other countries.
The adventure had begun:
enthusiasm and determina-

tion were complemented by
a new business spirit, the
commitment to build an organization that could turn
Vitap into an “industry". A
turning point was the division
of roles between the two
founders: although both had
technical roots, Viciani remained in this area to become production manager,
while Tanzini had to expand
his skills and deal with administration and sales.
It was a momentous change
for a person used to understanding, imagining, designing and building, but
he realized how important it
was not only to manufacture
machines, but also to offer
them to the right people,
sell, create a virtuous circle
from idea to product consistent with the factory or the
workshop that had bought a
machine.
Vitap attended their first exhibitions: Interbimall in Milan,
then many more all over the
world. Tanzini traveled a lot to
meet and discuss with other
manufacturers, to share
needs and worries. Within
few years, he realized they
needed their own representatives, an association to collect their requests. Times
were mature for the creation
of Acimall, with Pietro Tanzini playing a leading role.
In the meantime, the catalog
had been enriched with
routers and a wider range of
drilling machines, from simple to multiple head models.

It was a period of strong
growth, until the 1985 crisis
forced many companies to
reconsider their role. For Vitap, it was the year of their
second birth, the arrival of
the second generation, the
necessity to be even more
active on a bigger and bigger market...
The rest is recent history.
Tanzini has always remained
in the company, until the
end. A heart attack and,
more recently, a blood disease were not enough for
him to give up. An old-fashioned man, in a way, with a
sense of honor and duty
that prevented him from
stopping taking care of others and considering Vitap an
asset of his family, sure, but
also of many families that
had a guaranteed salary
from Vitap.
That’s why he never lost
touch with his collaborators
and employees, in a company he always considered
as an extension of his family. He knew each and everyone, and well. He never
missed the opportunity to
talk and to listen to them.
On the walls of Poggibonsi,
in the funeral days, a funeral notice written by Vitap’s
employees wrote: “A farewell
to our owner Pietro Tanzini,
who was a master and a
friend, guiding us in work with
skillfulness and respect. For
all of us, a man we will never forget!”. There’s not much
to add. (l.r.) ■
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FURNITURE

A FABRIC SKIN BY CLEAF
FOR FURNITURE AND DESIGN
Between the natural touchand-feel of wood and an innovative fabric that dresses
surfaces like a second skin,
the finishing of furniture and
interior decoration surfaces
has found a new dimension
in visual impact and design.
In short, this is a description
of the latest news from
Cleaf, based in Lissone
(Monza e Brianza), specializing in the production of surfaces for furniture and interior decorations, launched at
the “Thin Space” event during Fuorisalone 2011.
The event illustrated an experimentation track for materials and concepts revolving around surfaces that
can be molded and "configured" according to specific visual, manufacturing
and emotional requirements;
but most of all, the surface
is the new key to the search
of innovative expressive patterns.
Three-dimensional and
strongly tactile, the new sur-

The “Nadir” decor.

The “Fusion” line.

face proposed by Cleaf
adds inputs from the fashion
world and translates them
into new expression approaches for design and
architecture.
The “Fusion” line, a creation
by the Cleaf research laboratory, melts panel and fabric into an innovative product: a combination of
yarns/fabrics embedded
into surfaces like panels
and laminated boards using
advanced technology, to
create a versatile, original
and eclectic surface.
The “Tranchè” decor brings

The “Josemite” decor.
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The “Tranché” decor.

the touch-and-feel of raw
wood, reproducing a handicraft style finishing characterized by an uneven texture, with a strong tactile
feeling, for applications in interior design, from partition
panels to wall cladding, from
shelves to floorings, up to interior doors.
“Nadir” features a geometric texture with square patterns, characterized by rigorous shapes and modernstyle multi-sensorial effects,
lending visual 3D depth to
the surface.
The “Josemite” decor

draws inspiration from the
language of nature and materials: as a result of the
peculiar processing method,
the surface material is
smooth and consistent when
touched, while acquiring a
new solid character that
plays with light reflections to
highlight the grain pattern.
Finally, “Aldany” has a texture based on vertical and
rhythmical movement, a soft
and curvy wave that makes
the strongest impact in large
formats, particularly suitable for large surfaces such
as wardrobe doors. ■

The “Aldany” decor.

SOFTWARE

DIGITAL SERVOACTUATORS
PROPOSED BY ATOS
Atos (www.atos.com) new
digital servoactuators (1)
represent the electrohydraulic solution to the imperative demand for easier
subsystems configuration,
typical of modern machines
manufacturers. They are
smart actuators integrating
many functions in a single,
compact and programmable
motion control unit. A low friction servocylinder, with integral position and force transducers, allows accurate movements with no stick-slip
phenomena coupled and
with high translation speeds.
A high performance servoproportional valve equipped
with on-board electronics
ensures best hydraulic regulation and fail safe features.
An integral digital driver and
(1) Electrohydraulics
servoactuator.

(2) Digital force/position servoactuator.

axis controller just designed
for electrohydraulic motion
control, improves performances thanks to new specifically developed algorithms.
Digital servoactuators introduce a new automation architecture based on distributed intelligence and fieldbus
interfacing for direct integration into existing communication networks: Canopen or Profibus-Dp.
They are independent units
with two basic operational
modes: slave control to precisely perform in real-time the
motion closed loop control, according to external analog or
fieldbus position reference
signals and motion cycle
control which carries out a
pre-programmed position/time
motion cycle with closed loop
control. The machine’s electronic unit has just to provide
digital commands (start/stop/
switch-over) to synchronize
the servoactuator to the overall machine working cycle.
An innovative position/force
function (2) is now available
thanks to the development of
new algorithms combining
force and position controls. In
this enhanced configuration a
single device can manage
both the dynamic motion and
the force control phases of any
electrohydraulic axis (3). The
axis controller automatically
defines which control is active
time by time, according to the
position, pressure or load cell
transducers’ feedback. ■
(3) Motion profile example.

BREAKING NEWS

The Cms
“signature”
already appeared
at Ligna in the
Balestrini booth.

Balestrini and Cms Group
have celebrated their wedding:
a new cycle in the long
and glorious history
of this ancient brand
of “made in Italy” has started.

BALESTRINI
JOINS CMS INDUSTRIES
From left:
Stefano Munaron,
Filippo Balestrini,
Marco Aceti,
Maurizio Bernini
and Lucio Giavazzi.

Things haven’t gone so smooth: when the economic
crisis struck Balestrini Renzo from Seveso (Milan),
many feared the inevitable. The three brothers and
sisters – Elio, Antonio and Rosalinda – did all they
could to withstand the tsunami, but in the end Elio
and Rosalinda gave up and Antonio seized the steering bar. Balestrini srl was established, Filippo (Antonio Balestrini’s son) entered the company to bring
new energy, the sales management was changed.
Bitter times, but you cannot give up on a brand like
Balestrini.

“It’s been tough years”, says Filippo Balestrini.
“Having a wide range of products in an unstable
market is a big challenge for a mid-sized familyrun business. We realized it was high time to think
about a change: we have reorganized our company
and made it leaner to adapt to the new situation.
Today, Balestrini is a manufacturer of numerical control solutions, no longer mechanical machines. In
the meantime, we have looked for sales partners
and have been ready to evaluate any opportunity. And there came an opportunity for close collaboration with Cms, a
great opportunity!”.
“Before this opportunity –
says Marco Aceti, member of the board and responsible of wood and
composites division of
Cms – we discussed with
the management of Scm
Group, which we are a
part of, and we agreed it
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was a solution that made sense. We also decided that
the reference partner had to be Cms Group, both for
the type of business and product, and for their proximity to solid wood machining technology, as well as
geographical proximity and similar sales networks. So,
as of 1 June – when the agreement was signed in Hannover, during Ligna – Balestrini srl is part of Cms Industries and, indirectly, Scm Group”.
How are you getting organized?
“We are evaluating all industrial aspects and
many synergetic effects we have identified at product level. Let’s say that Balestrini is a business with
specific expertise in the production of wooden
chairs and elements, a set of knowledge we want
to preserve and expand, whereby production
and all related operations will remain in the historical
site in Seveso. Maximum independence and valorization of Balestrini's assets, while identifying the
necessary synergy at industrial level that will enable us to be even more competitive, leveraging
the benefits of a big group. We will start from supplier relationships up to the optimization of product ranges, so that the Balestrini and Cms portfolios are integrated and complementary.
I believe, we believe in knowledge exchange between
technical departments, that will keep working separately, though pursuing close and constant collaboration. The same applies to service, each having its
own expertise and specific know-how. Two brands
will generate a perfectly coordinated product range
and, I repeat, a complementary portfolio, so that each
brand can approach its own market segment”.

“We have one strategy, we think and will think together”, adds the sales manager of the wood advanced materials division of Cms Industries, Lucio
Giavazzi. “We will share the positive aspects and get
rid of negative ones, ultimately proposing a solution
that each brand will implement independently. The
most important action was to launch a clear message
to resellers and customers, a strong message of continuity and opportunity for a new season of growth,
for Balestrini together with Cms. Balestrini will keep
their sales network, and so will we. Contacts for customers and sales network will remain the same”.
“We have informed the sales force about this development during Ligna – says Stefano Munaron,
sales manager Balestrini –, without losing time. We
had to dissipate any misunderstanding, prevent

THE OFFICIAL PRESS RELEASE
Balestrini enters into Cms Industries
Cms Industries and Scm Group are proud to announce the purchase of the well known brand, appreciated as manufacturer of
special machines for the solid wood machining for 57 years, in
the field of chairs, tables and the like.
Balestrini is now part of Cms Industries, as a consequence of the
strong orientation of the Bergamo-based brand to the solid wood
machining by special solutions.
The attitude with which Cms Industries welcomes Balestrini is the
same guiding the previous acquisitions of the brands that are part
of it: to offer all the advantages of a greater corporate dimension,
keeping the know-how and the uniqueness of the brand.
Therefore the Balestrini design, production and technical departments keep the positions, managed by Antonio Balestrini, while
the synergies of a big group will boost its market position.
Moreover the acquisition of Balestrini provides Cms Industries and
Scm Group with the opportunity to enlarge their offer in the woodworking market, with mortisers, tenoners, shapers and machining centers whose quality is well-known.

possible wrong interpretation and send out a
message of continuity we all believe in. We believe
in mutual enrichment, in a relationship that will multiply opportunities and success.
We are encouraged by the feedback of customers
during the Hannover fair: the transition from
Balestrini Renzo to Balestrini srl and the inevitable
rumors might have caused doubts; the announcement of the agreement with Cms made
things clear and immediately reassured the market as relates to brand continuity. The results have
been immediate, positive and tangible".
“We are very satisfied”, concludes Marco Aceti. “We
have many ideas and we are confident we will soon
see benefits for the both of us. On one hand, Balestrini has the opportunity to get all the typical benefits
of a big group, on the other, Cms will be able to reassert its history, its origins. In recent years, we have
been moving into new directions, achieving leadership in special operations on innovative materials.
But our roots are in the wood industry and we don’t
forget this. Working side by side with Balestrini, we
will remind everybody about this, although our activity in the wood industry is less generic and more
focused than in the past... and the agreement with
Balestrini is in line with this development”. (l.r.) ■
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An overall view of “Logos Team”.

“LOGOS TEAM”
BY WORKING PROCESS
A working center for windows featuring highly innovative concepts,
a solution that has struck major window manufacturers, first of all in Germany.
“Logos team”, a name that speaks by itself,
“…that we have chosen because our latest creation
is the result of team work involving our staff and
everyone contributing to the success of an innovative technological solution: from toolmakers,
searching for maximum freedom from construction
constraints, to customers, demanding specific performance and production rates. And software
producers as well. This is the optimal result created
by several minds”.
This statement by Filippo Schegginetti introduces us to the visit of Working Process in Settima
Gosolengo (Piacenza), a company that has been
"on stage" since 2000 only, but has already
achieved significant success in Italy and abroad,
reaching a remarkable turnover in this short time
frame: 10 million Euros in 2010, to become at least
15 this year and further increase substantially over
the next three years.

“Market demand exists”, says Alessandro Fagioli, sales manager for Italy. “The bottleneck is
space: at present, we can only work on four window machining centers simultaneously. But soon,
we are starting to build a new site where we can
introduce a different organization to achieve sig62 XYLON INTERNATIONAL July-August 2011

nificant production increase and, consequently,
higher revenues”.
“We were born to revolutionize the window manufacturing process”, says Stefano Schegginetti, co-owner of the company. “We had very clear
ideas in mind and we have focused on product
to develop solutions for pre-squared products. We
have invented the “four P’s” concept: pre-finished,
pre-milled, pre-squared and ready (pronto in Italian, translator’s note) – adds Massimo Schiavetta,
co-owner − a strategic concept that conveys a
specific vision of what we think it means to be an
enterprise.
To do this, we have invested a lot in research and
development, imagining, designing and implementing technological processes that our key competitors are now monitoring with great attention.
These ideas have helped us create smart and effective machines, accurately built, which have
opened up the doors of leading window manufacturers in Italy and Europe”.
The meeting at Working Process headquarters last
July was the occasion to take a closer look at the
company (we will write about that soon...), but also
to understand what's so innovative in the new “Lo-

gos Team”, a working center for all types of European windows.

“It’s an optimal solution starting from small-medium companies that produced windows with angular machines, then moved to working centers,
and now are looking for something more”, Schiavetta explains. “It’s a center weighing 32 tons,
with 75 square meter footprint, requiring only one
operator who can handle the production of 40 windows a day”.
All you have to do is load the scantlings according
to the cutting order, then they are fed to four independent operating units by means of motordriven grippers, which are key to ensuring high
accuracy in machining. The first process stage
includes boring, milling, tenoning and counterprofiling, then the parts are transferred to a static storage until it’s full. Then, the entire working
center switches to profiling operations: the parts
are picked, completed and sent to the line output, where the operator performs the unloading
operation. This production method enables to optimize cycle time and reduce tool changes. A reduction of production time by approximately 30
percent is achieved.
“We get finished elements with very narrow tolerance values – adds Stefano Schegginetti –. When
we say we have introduced the precision of mechanical machining in woodworking, it's not just
words! The four operating heads work together to
achieve maximum working cycle optimization.
Let me add that “Logos Team” has outstanding features; it’s a top quality solution in terms of technology
and construction. When they watch it in action, all
customers realize we are presenting something different, a line conceived and built specifically to
make windows, not a machine created for other operations and "adapted"; it has an operating concept
and cycle that you cannot find in any other machine
on the market".
“We were the first ones to approach the pre-fin-

The loading and unloading table.

ished, pre-squared, pre-milled, ready concept”,
adds Schegginetti. “And we were the first to manufacture specific machines for these operations.
Actually, our early solutions are still competitive with
the systems offered by our competitors, including
big companies, in a segment where we have committed to be leaders. And the results are showing
we are right”.
Filippo Schegginetti: “With a perfect integration between electronics, mechanics and software – resulting from our decision to develop concept, design and mechanical construction internally – we
can imagine, develop and build body and brain
concurrently. All automation systems are conceived, designed and manufactured by ourselves,
so we can easily adapt our concepts to the layout
of any company”.

“Machining quality is so high – continues Massimo Schiavetta – that we are collaborating with
some leading tool manufacturers to go beyond.
We are carrying on an ambitious project, based
on a new approach that is being accepted even
in a traditional sector like tool production, having
a strong impact on production rates as well as on
the sales of finished products. We are well aware
of the fact that, whether you like it or not, with an
efficient machine, a company can do without
skilled workers”.
No problem for the machining of curved parts. With
its special grippers that don’t necessarily have to
grip the part in the middle, but they can even seize
it at one end without compromising the quality and
accuracy of the final part, “Logos Team” can
work the internal and external profile in line, with no
limits, up to pointed arch shapes. The machine can
also be integrated with a router that uses the same
four heads and picks tools from the same high-capacity tool magazine (up to 320 tools with no magazine-to-magazine transfer), for all routing operations required. (l.r.) ■

Four operating heads.

A rear view of the working center.

A detail of the gripper system.
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LIGNA ACCORDING
TO SCM GROUP
A strong impact, with several
innovations and updates,
has characterized the mission
of the Rimini-based giant to Germany.
“Over” by Rem.

In this article, we had to choose
among several new solutions exhibited by Scm
Group, a signal that things are changing and constant commitment is required to conceive, develop
and produce new solutions.

REM
Let’s start with “Over” by Rem, a Cnc machining center that performs all of the drilling and routing of the
panel vertically and allows the insertion of five types
of hardware: dowels, bushes, hinges, shelf supports
and bumpers. Aimed at the mid to large-sized furniture companies, it enables the complete production of all kitchen parts: cupboard doors, sides, bases,
drawers and so on. It features high productivity rates,
with three independent working areas that perform
machining masked from each other, for extremely low
cycle times and high productivity.
Set-up takes less than five seconds: the significant
movement and acceleration speed of the axes allows for very quick program changes, minimizing
down time. Vertical machining also requires a minimal amount of production space. A noteworthy features is the patented hideaway pulling system, that
enables to machine all 6 panel faces.

MORBIDELLI
The “Olimpic S 260”
edge-banding
machine.

The new “Universal Hp” machining center by Morbidelli
executes all panel operations: squaring, drilling, cutting and edgebanding.
Once removed from the machining center, the workpiece is ready to be mounted and assembled, an ideal solution
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for just-in-time processes. It features a new gantry construction that provides for high stiffness and stability, even in intensive operations; combined with configurable operating units, this allows to optimize machining cycle time, while preserving high finishing
quality. It accelerates production cycle time, thanks
to very quick tooling and tool changing operations,
simultaneously with machining; several models are
available offering different working widths and designed to be equipped with 4 or 5 interpolating axes,
with 13 kW power, to ensure maximum flexibility.
“Universal Hp” has a working area up to 6,700x1,900
mm and can mount an edge magazine from 2 to 6
tracks, 10-18 position tool changers (on head and
beam), a boring head and automatic worktables.

SCM FOR CRAFTSMEN
Professional edge banding starts with “Olimpic K
260 Evo”, an entry-level solution by Scm provided
with a patented panel transport system that ensures
smooth feed, to the benefit of finishing quality. Versatile in operation (you can apply Pvc, Abs, wood
edges with 0.4 to 6 mm edges, on panels ranging
from 8 to 60 mm thickness), it delivers high productivity thanks to the immediate set up of all the
operational machining units between thin edges, radius edges and solid wood. It
can grind panels to ensure
the best bonding with
edges also with
imperfect surfaces; it has
two melting temperatures and an easyto-extract glue tank. Several options are available,

including “nesting” routers
with two swiveling supporting
points to edge panels with
holes on the upper face, and
a new glue-scraping units
with double turning router.

DMC
Dmc has applied the “planetary” concept to sanding, creating an innovative operating
unit that delivers excellent results in the finishing of windows, parquet, cupboard
doors, bathroom furniture and furniture in general. The
new Dmc patent is unique and highly effective thanks
to the absence of prevailing abrasion directions: its
multi-directional action results into very smooth and
consistent finishing. The “Planetario” group consists
of a set of planetary units (four on machines with 1,350
mm working width), each equipped with four vertical brushing disks (pads). The rotation speeds of pads
is totally independent of the planetary units, as the
two movements are driven by separate motors, both
controlled by inverter. The entire operating group
swivels on prismatic guides across the workpiece feed
direction. All motion transmissions are based on
toothed gear wheels in oil bath, not belts: this
means this is a high-tech unit that can bear high torque
values and work on three shifts.

STEFANI
To provide different edge gluing technologies in a single application unit: this is the revolutionary idea behind “Panel Suite”, resulting from two years’ research
by the Stefani design team. By using a modular approach, each different edge banding technologies
can be fitted on a single machine: Eva hot-melt glue
technology applied with the glue tank; polyurethane
glue technology applied with the second-generation
Stefani Slim Line technology; the latest generation of
optical technologies. The three technologies are activated individually, but they are always available, making the switching of production between technologies
extremely fast. Based on panel type, servo-assisted
cutting of the edge and automatic and intelligent dosing of the glue are available on all three technologies.

SUPERFICI
It simulates a human arm, adding the speed and accuracy of an automatic system: “Valtorta Bravorobot” is the new flexible plant for industrial panel paint-

ing by Superfici. After loading
and clamping the parts in the
booth, the robot performs
the predefined spraying cycle, much like a human operator but with the consistency of a robotized system.
The movements on precision linear guides and drives
controlled by full digital brushless motors ensure "soft" and
accurate handling. The new
highly-versatile control software can recognize and
import the shapes of loaded parts, consequently
adapting the pre-programmed spraying process automatically. “Bravorobot” is a highly flexible plant that
can spray very complex parts; with simpler parts, it
can work in “sprayer mode”, i.e. the parts are not
clamped in the booth, but they flow through as the
arm works as a reciprocator, swiveling across the feed
direction.

A detail of the
planetary unit
by Dmc.

MINIMAX
“Cu 410 Elite S” is a combined machine that represents the state-of-the-art for joiners and craftsmen.
Easy to use, reliable and accurate, it offers ergonomic
operation thanks to the saw blade lifting flywheel (in
the manual version), which is now
located on the front side. The
leds that show the rotation speed
of the spindle molder shaft, included in the standard configuration, simplify the setup of single
operations. The sliding trolley now
measures 330 mm, to machine
large parts conveniently and accurately. Operating flexibility has
also been increased by adding the
reversed rotation direction of the
spindle molder shaft, now available in the standard
version, and the possibility to mount cutters to machine the shaft head.

“Valtorta
Bravorobot”.

SCM GROUP
Let’s start from “Play&Motion”, probably the biggest
attraction and the new solution from the Rimini-based
group to improve the man-machine interface of working centers. Through a menu and dedicated keys,
“Play&Motion” can control all basic functions. A special software guides the operator through the positioning of bars and vacuum cups. The control imports
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“Play&Motion”.

the settings stored into the pc and,
via display, it guides the operator
through the positioning process:
the operator can follow instructions
on the display, holding the control in
one hand and using the other to
move parts in the machine. This new
function helps avoid mistakes, simplify and accelerate machine setup.
“Play&Motion”, that can be held
like a videogame joypad and moves swiftly near the
machine, is also available in a wireless version; it has
won the International Forum Product Design Award
2011, one of the most coveted industrial design prizes.

SCM FOR THE INDUSTRY

“Topset”.

For doors and windows, “Integra” is a solution by Scm
conceived to follow the rapid evolution of these products. Improved performance in terms of heat and
noise insulation and water tightness have radically
changed windows in recent years, with the adoption
of new sections, joints, totally different hardware and
new finishing. Requirements include the need to preserve specific production rates or to achieve greater
flexibility, as well as a wider range of models, joint
types and number of tools per cycle. Integra gives
a sense of total freedom, offering the possibility of making any window regardless of the joint, shape, cycle,
number of tools, species of wood, sections, productivity, etc. It performs all machining operations for
making a window such as end trimming, tenoning,
proiling, boring and routing on all sides, rebating and
creating arches, all with minimal operator interaction.
Such flexibility results from a number of new options:
two new table types (“Combiflex”, using grippers, for
the machining of straight workpieces, and “FX Pilot/Matic”, consisting of bars and clamps/suction cups,
with semi-automatic or automatic positioning, for making arches, rebating sashes or squaring doors, solid shutters and louver shutters), new three and five
axis spindles that can be equipped with a swiveling
chip extraction device.
To minimize unproductive time, “Mach 5” is a very fast
tool change system that replaces
the tool in less
than five seconds
(wood to wood).
Brc is a boring,
routing and cutting unit, patented
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by Scm Group, capable of rotating through 360 degrees to avoid using commercial heads that, besides
having a price, must be regenerated periodically.
The “Accord fx” range, the new generation of mobile gantry routers, has been improved with the addition of the new “30” version, boasting greater working areas, with bars from 1,300 mm to 1,900 mm in
length and with powerful, reliable and compact 3, 4
or 5 axes machining heads. The tool magazines – positioned on the machining head for the tool change
over in masked time or on the mobile gantry – can
hold up to 48 large-sized tools, also with double profile, and they can be changed in only five seconds,
thanks to the Mach 5 tool carrier. Automatic, guided
or manual, the new bar worktable is easy to use and
offers very short setup times. Scm has developed new
protection and chip recycling systems to all operating units and tools, so as to achieve low environmental
impact. Furthermore, new protection devices offer
maximum freedom of movement and allow to fully
leverage the entire working area. Also “Accord” is
equipped with the new “Brc” group, which supports
the main spindle in all specific operations on doors
and windows.
Scm has provided all “Topset Master” throughfeed
planer moulder with the ability to perform jointing by
adding straight knives directly on to the machine. This
process of sharpening the tool in the spindle allows
for the difference on the radial quota between the
knives to be brought back to a tolerance within 0.01
mm. This solution basically resolves the issue of wear
by ensuring that the “Topset” knives are always perfectly sharpened, in order to ensure a high quality finish. Moreover, being able to sharpen the knives directly in the machine reduces down time.
Jointing, which is very important in the production of
furniture, frames, matchboards, door and window
frames and components for the construction of
wooden houses, is performed on countersupported
tool holder spindles and allows for the machining of
work sections up to 305 mm x 203 mm.
A number of options, introduced in recent years, reduce setup time, streamline operation and improve
finishing quality. These include “Hsk 85” technology,
that allows to change tools in few seconds, and the
electronic control “Mobile 10” with “Memory System”
technology to store working programs and to simplify
and accelerate setup, guiding the operator through
all operations. ■

FOCUS

ASSOPANNELLI: WOOD ALARM
“In two years, we have seen
a worrying increase of companies closing down in the
panel industry, representing
8-9 percent of particleboard
production capacity and 6-7
percent of Mdf capacity, due
to lack of raw material at
competitive prices. This translates into a reduction of employment, production, woodbased products export outside the European Union and
global competitiveness of the
entire furniture industry”. Our
reader might remember the
interview with Paolo Fantoni,
president of Assopannelli,
the association member of
FederlegnoArredo that gathers the producers of wood
panels and semifinished materials, who launched an
alarm: now, back from the European Economic and Social Committee meeting at
the Ministry of Industry and
Trade of the Czech Republic
and the Assopannelli assembly, he repeats it.
According to the figures published by the Italian association, wood consumption for
energy generation is going to
increase from 346 million
cubic meters in 2010 to 573
million in 2020, and it might
reach 752 million in 2030,
while "traditional" wood consumption should grow at a
slower rate, up by 1.8 percent annually! The European Commission has recognized the existence of
“raw material supply problems” for woodworking in-

Paolo Fantoni.

dustries and biomass renewable energy producers.
“Although the availability of
wood resources is expected
to increase as a result of improved forest management –
adds president Fantoni – we
predict a shortage of wood
equal to 200 million cubic
meters by 2025 and 300
million by 2030”.
For this reason, FederlegnoArredo and Assopannelli
have recommended the European Commission to adopt
the principles of “Priority”
and “Wood cascade chains”,
in order to promote the use,
re-use, recycling and energy
exploitation of wood by implementing compulsory national policies. The distor-

tion of free market rules and
incentives to the production
of energy from biomass
should be eliminated, supporting the increased efficiency of biomass plants by
combining electricity and
heat generation.
Based on this premise, Assopannelli has outlined a
preliminary action plan, already submitted to the Italian
Ministry of Agriculture and
still under discussion at national and European level, including several topics: tax
deduction or credit for forest
investments to companies
and forest owners who build
roads and secondary tracks,
carry out hydrographical
preservation activities and

purchase trail dozers. Additionally, simplification of forest management laws, adoption of automatic forest cleaning methods and reduction of
biological inactivity period
from 24 to 12 months. The
plan also includes an ecological financial warrant to
farmers who create new sustainable poplar plantations
and the promotion of agricultural practices for short-rotation forestry.
It is essential to re-direct
support and to redefine the
dimensions of power stations, achieving the "zero
kilometer" target for raw material supplies, without forgetting adequate incentives
to carbon dioxide storage
operations. ■
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A moment during the press conference.

Biesse stand at Ligna 2011.

EXCELLENT RESULTS IN 2010
AND GREAT NEWS FROM BIESSE
In 2010 Biesse recorded good results in revenues
and margins. Consolidated revenues – at the
end of 2010 – increased by 22 percent
to € 327.5 million euros. The results for the
first three months of 2011 are also reassuring,
recording an order growth, up by 20 percent compared to the same period of 2010.
These results are expected to improve also thanks
to the new Industrial Plan for the three years 20112013 based on four key points: technology innovation (through the expansion of the product range), reinforcement of sales distribution network, constant
commitment to improving after-sales service and clear
focus on reducing industrial costs.

Roberto Selci.

Another basic tool is the new team leading the group,
presented by the president Roberto Selci during a
press conference at the recent edition of Ligna.
First of all the new managing director, Giorgio
Pitzurra, supported by Luigi De Vito, in charge of
the “Wood Division”, and Pierpaolo Colombo, new
sales manager of the same division. “With this team
– said Selci – we are ready to face all changes and
projects that are awaiting us, after a definitely encouraging year in 2010. These results have to be
maintained through maximum focus on customers
and providing solutions allowing them to operate in
a more effective way thanks to a complete range of
solutions meeting each single requirement".
A strategy that requires additional commitment to Research & Development, thanks to which the company
will be able to renovate 40 percent of machines and
technologies in the next twelve months. Then, an intensive program is being introduced to enhance the
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“Rover A Gft”.

sales activity of the group in the most
interesting markets.
“If we think about our role in the future − continued
Selci – we understand that we will have to consider
design, production, assembly, development of machines and technologies not only in Italy and in India – as we are doing at present – but we will have
to focus also on other geographical areas. Only ten
years ago the word “global” was referred to subsidiaries and sales networks; today it means having
an all-round presence in the most important markets
of the world. This is a lesson we are learning, we have
learnt in India, where today we produce over 500 machines per year and where we will be able to produce
700 machines by 2012, the target we set.
On the other side we will support our leadership in
big plants, high capacity lines and high technology
solutions in a stronger way, because the world is
changing, we are changing and our customers are
changing as well; they are looking for sophisticated
production systems, with high performance as to volumes, consistent quality and flexibility at top levels”.

“UniWin”.

“Since I joined the company in January, I have been
able to see how dynamic Biesse is – stated Giorgio
Pitzurra, new Chief Executive Officer, during the Ligna
exhibition. We are confident that an important contribution to our industrial plan will come from the increased utilization of our Indian production site in Bangalore, as a true business center for the entire Asian
region. Our presence there and the specific investments we have made in this region should facilitate
deeper commercial penetration by Biesse in markets
that, on the basis of the most recent macro-economic
forecasts and trends, have considerable short and
medium term development potential”.

NEW PRODUCTS
The innovations presented at Ligna included the complete range of 5 axis machining centers. “Rover A”
with 5 axes, a compact, high performance machining center designed for the production of furniture,
doors, windows and staircases, allows to process
complex shapes while guaranteeing quality and high
levels of precision.
Excellent feedback for the new “Rover A G FT” nesting applications work cell, for the production of cabinets and cabinet doors, and “Klever”, the new mobile gantry machining center designed for those who
require a multi-function solution at a competitive price.
Klever is dedicated to the processing of panels in
wood and wood-based materials and can also be
used on plastics for the production of signs in Alucobond and similar materials.
The Biesse wide range of solutions for windows and
doors included “UniWin BFB” (Back Feed Buffer),
Biesse’s fully flexible multicenter dedicated to the production of special and standard door and window fittings in real time, even in unattended operation. This
is the “factory in one machine” that has revolutionized the production of door and window fittings, rapidly becoming leader and the benchmark in its specific sector.
In the same area Biesse also displayed the new Comil
branded “Hybrid Door” packaging machine, a machine for the packaging of door and window fittings
which protects the fittings from impact and scratch-

es while simultaneously minimizing the use of stretch film.
In the drilling and inserting
machinery range, Bre.Ma.
has developed “Eko 902”, the
just-in-time machine for all. Maximum flexibility in the
management of drilling, routing operations and
hardware insertion respond to the requirements of
clients who need support for the principal processing lines, to clients who wish to free-up fully utilized
machining centers and to small businesses who are
looking for a machine to be the flexible core of their
production activities.
The “Vektor” range was also on show at Hannover
in its latest guise: this product represents the top of
its range and is now available with a new patented
panel transfer system that allows processing to be
carried out on four edges including square edgebanding of the panel.
“Techno Kernel” represents the latest evolution of inline drilling machines positioned in the top segment
of modern, high-performance production machines.
Batch changing times have been reduced by the introduction of independent spindle horizontal operating units, an innovative rapid substitution system for drilling aggregates and the
most modern graphical interface to
guide the operator in setting up the
machine. The new numerical control system and the software management system allow the maximum integration of the machine
even in highly complex production
line processes. This machine is
aimed at furniture producers and
subcontractors operating on small
batches and satisfies requirements
for current demands for high levels
of daily production.
Thanks to the incorporation of Viet in the Biesse
Group, the best calibrating, sanding, brushing and
polishing technologies are available for small and
medium sized companies as well as large industrial companies.
“S1” is a complete calibrating-sanding machine designed to satisfy the requirements of craftsmen
who need functional technology. The range of personalization available allows the operator to obtain
the most appropriate configuration for the required
procedure.
“SpinBrush SSL” (Single Station in Line) carries out

“Eko 902 A”.

“Spinbrush”.

“Techno Kernel”.
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“Wnt630”.

“Roxyl”.

beveling, brushing
and rustic effect
brushing with excellent results on any
kind of panel. Thanks to
“Spinbrush” technology,
the removal of sensitive
material from the wood grain
can also be carried out uniformly in any direction
through the oscillation of the tool which guarantees
extraordinary homogeneity to the process. The high
flexibility at different processing cycles and on any
kind of material makes this group an essential part
of any continuous rustic effect brushing cycle.
The “S3” sander, which is aimed mainly at large industrial users, allows the user to achieve unexpected applications and results. The precision calibration
or sanding of panels offers the tactile sensation of a
clean surface.
With the new “Sektor 450” and “470” models, Selco has completed the renewal of its range of single line panel sizing machines offering
the market a simple, reliable and extremely high performance machine. The redesign process
involved several aspects of the
machine, with the aim of improving its performance and quality while maintaining the very high
levels of reliability that were characteristic of the previous models.
The “Wn 6” series was conceived with three main
aims: reliability, maximum flexibility and reduced cycle time. With these objectives in mind a series of panel sizing machines has been developed with technological features typical of top of the range machines,
an extremely high level of standard equipment and
a huge choice of variants and cutting sizes.
The “Wn 7” Series is the flagship of the Selco range.
It is aimed at large sized companies that require pro“Stream Mds”.
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ductivity, flexibility, high quality of work and reliability. The machine is available with 107, 127 and 152
mm blade protrusions, cutting lengths of 3,800, 4,500
and 5,900, and is characterized by a robust monolithic base and a brushless motor blade lifter. It also
has a new concept ribbed press and a side aligner
incorporated in the saw carriage that allows perfect
alignment even with thin or flexible panels.
The “Stream Mds” edgebanding machine is a solution that brilliantly solves the need for maximum flexibility in formatting and processing. The “Mds”
square edgebanding module is a patented system
that allows edgebanding and the exact measurement
of the panel in four stages. It is composed of an edgebanding bar that is equipped with suction hoses that
guarantee the automatic and perfect loading of pieces
into the machine, a left side reference guide and a
numerically controlled parallel guide (right). An air flotation platform simplifies and speeds up the loading
process for the operator. The front buffers guarantee perfectly square loading while a probe device
measures the panel.
“Roxyl” represents a complete and efficient response
to the increasing diversification of materials, panel
sizes and processing methods.
The new automatic closed cabin edge changing device guarantees high levels of flexibility and ease of
use for this category of machine. “Akron 400” with
its new HDI touch screen control is the automatic single-sided edgebanding range for compact and
flexible working requirements which offers customization possibilities according to client requirements.
Significant space will be devoted to software solutions developed by Biesse. “BiesseLink” is intuitive
and easy-to-use software that allows management
and control of production by several networked machines. “BiesseLink” supplies the user with all the
instruments for the complete management (production, amendment, elimination) of orders and
processing specifications. “BiesseLink” is capable
of seeing in real time the stage of completion of each
individual order and each work schedule. This is
achieved through the network connection with each
machine cell and continuous exchange of information with them.
With “BiesseLink”, you can generate production reports for the work cell and status reports for each individual machine. All “BiesseLink” reports can be
printed or exported in various formats. ■

focus on russia

ITALY-RUSSIA, A PARTNERSHIP
THAT COMES FROM FAR AWAY...
Thirty years of intensive relationships, sometimes difficult,
but providing industrial and handicraft companies in Russia and Ukraine
with the opportunity to find effective and efficient technology,
with solutions from small production to big turnkey plants.

focus on russia

The markets of Eastern Europe are close. Until a
couple of decades ago, companies approaching
these markets were pioneers facing big difficulties,
but now it’s all simpler. Italian companies have
grown, even the smaller ones, and are better
equipped to operate in this region. Furthermore, social and political changes in those countries have
greatly streamlined all procedures and supported
the establishment of direct contacts.
Italy, active in this area since the early Eighties,
has consolidated its role of technology partner in
a scenario that is effectively depicted by the interviews collected by Olivia Rabbi and published
on page 74.
We also asked the opinion of Dario Corbetta, Acimall Studies and Promotion Office manager, who
has known these markets and their actors for a long
time.
“Relationships with Russia have been characterized by constant growth, until
this country became one of the
major destinations of Italian
technology at the end of the first
decade of the new century. In
2008, export amounted to some
100 million Euros, a remarkable
value, approximately five percent of total Italian export in that
period. That was the apex of a
period of change, triggered by
the historical event we all remember, that generated huge
technology demand and drew
the attention of Russian operators towards Italian products.
Dario Corbetta.
Unfortunately, the subsequent
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years were characterized by a huge global crisis;
Russia suffered a lot from this situation, to the extent that export in 2009 dropped by 63 percent
compared to 2008. The average reduction of Italian export on a global scale was around 40 percent, so Russia was 20 percent below average.
Such crisis had an impact not only on our industry,
but on the entire Russian economy".
“For our companies – Corbetta continues – those
were hard times, but fortunately there was a rally
in 2010, when our export scored a 42 percent increase over 2009. However, don’t let you be misled by percent rates: in absolute terms, today, export to Russia amounts to 50 million Euros approximately, so half the pre-crisis volume.
I must say with some satisfaction that recovery signals are continuing and they are constant: in the
first three months of this year, “made in Italy” technology sales increased by 57 percent compared
to the first quarter 2010”.
Mr. Corbetta, are there technologies and systems that are
more in demand in Russia and
the nearby markets?
“It is not easy to give an answer. Today, Italian offer is
very exhaustive and our companies can be excellent partners in all fields.
If you look at the lineup of companies exhibiting at Woodex,
there is a variegated situation:
in the Italian hall in Moscow,
there are big Italian groups
with huge stands, as well as
small and medium enterprises

ACIMALL IN KIEV AND MOSCOW
Promotion activity in Russia and
neighbor markets includes the organization of collectives, guided by
Acimall, to attend two exhibitions. At
Lisderevmash there will be a small
delegation with five companies,
while attendance in Moscow will be
much higher.
For both events, relationships with
the actors of this part of Eastern Europe are also supported by the
services of “Catalogoteca” (a display of catalogs of Italian companies
and their products) and the search
of importers for Italian companies
through direct contacts with local intermediaries.

Acimall collective
at Woodex/Lestechprodukzia
Moscow,
29 November – 2 December 2011

Alfa Automation
Andreoni
Artiglio
Balestrini
Baschild
Bert Consulting
Brevetti Motta
Bup Utensili
Caselli Group
Cefla
Coral
Costa Levigatrici
Delta Engineering
Essepigi
Filtermedia
Griggio
Imal
Incomac
Itales
Koimpex
Lapadula Impianti
Makor
Messersì

with areas adequate to their business. The average area is significant, and our companies will
present both traditional equipment and leadingedge solutions.
I can tell you that this region is no longer looking
for "simple" machines, for basic technology, like
it used to be in the past. Today, market actors are
attentive, they manage companies with high
production volumes and they look for high levels
of automation”.
What about Woodex?
“At Woodex, there will be a two thousand square
meter Italian hall that reflects the growth of Italian
companies: the impact of the recent tough years
has also affected the distribution organization. Some
importers have become smaller, others have disappeared, new ones have emerged. These
changes have created a new landscape where Italian companies have established effective relationships, finding a new balance.
I can say there are very positive signals in the early stages of the woodworking supply chain, sug-

Nuova Valmaggi
Ormamacchine
Osama Technologies
Pade
Pagnoni
Pal
Primultini
Process
Spanevello
Storti
Termolegno
Trabattoni
Uniteam

Acimall collective at Lisderevmash
Kiev (Ukraine),
20-23 September 2011
Angelo Cremona
Bigondry
Imal/Pal
Spanevello
Storti

gesting widespread recovery that will bring benefits to all downstream areas within a short time.
An important contribution was given by new regulations that have banned log export, so primary
operation activities in the areas of origin of raw materials have increased, namely Southern Russia for
hardwood and Northern European Russia and
Siberia for softwood".
Is there strong competition in these markets?
“Absolutely. Just like all over the world, Italy and
Germany are competing in a situation of duopoly. Germany is the world’s top manufacturer and
exporter, but let me say that Italian companies
have been able to achieve much better performance than their German competitors: in recent years, with shrinking markets, we have increased our market share, which means we have
been better at identifying the needs and opportunities of a market in crisis. Our entrepreneurs
have been holding on tight and have continued
to invest and follow the market, collecting the fruits
of their action". (l.r.) ■
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RUSSIAN MARKET
MORE LIGHTS THAN SHADOWS

As the manufacturing organization and cultural approach evolves,
Russia remains an attractive and very promising market
for Italian woodworking technology.

With ups and downs that keep Italian (and not
only) manufacturers of woodworking machinery
and technology “handing on the line”, the Russian market is still one of the top destinations for
Italian export, with a strong demand for working
tools offering higher and higher performance, excellent final product quality, and know-how coming from crisis-ridden Europe. Constraints to the
growth of made-in-Italy technology in Russia are
still there, starting from geographical distance
and, most of all, customs duties that burden aftersales service and spare parts supplies. This is
also confirmed by some companies that are making business in Russia.
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SEARCHING FOR QUALITY
Pade, based in Cabiate, near Como, has been
producing special machinery for wood, plastics,
aluminum and non-ferrous materials, as well as
numerical control working centers, since 1965.
Their products are strategic for the penetration of
the former Ussr region.
“In the past five years, the Russian market has
been characterized by ups and downs, with frequent stop-and-go cycles”, says Marco Vucetich,
area manager. Pade mainly sells five-axis numerical control centers, with Moscow, Saint Petersburg and Krasnodar as major destinations. “At the
beginning, we had few big customers: now we

Russian market well since the Eighties, when they
started to build sales operations before the fall of
the Berlin Wall changed the destinies of European
and international economy and society. The flagship product to conquer the Russian Federation and
the other Republics of
former Soviet Union is
the wide belt sander
for solid wood and
panels.
“In this phase, we
see a positive trend
on the Russian marMario Moretti
ket and prospects
are good for our business, also thanks to strong domestic demand. Compared to other markets, this is more active”, explains
Mario Moretti, sales manager for Russia. But the
situation keeps evolving: “…right now, for instance,
solid wood machining products are the best sellers among our local partners, but trends change
very quickly”.

TARGETED INVESTMENTS
ON TECHNOLOGY

also have small and medium ones, which indicates growing interest for quality machining. A
longstanding problem is represented by difficulties in spare parts supplies due to customs operations, and also payment reliability".
The Russian market is evolving in every aspect.
“Local manufacturers are learning to product
quality furniture which they are still buying from
Italy. They want to improve, they often ask if we
know skilled Italian people willing to move to Russia with their know-how, so that they can leverage
human resources released by European companies as a result of the crisis. As Pade, since 2003
we have been working hard to implement local
service by training Russian staff, as an essential
condition to develop sales and speed up service".

EVOLVING SITUATION
Based in Schio with production sites in Sandrigo,
near Vicenza, Costa Levigatrici has known the

With half a century behind them, Italpresse from
Bagnatica (Bergamo), specializing in presses and
pressing plants for wood and wood-based materials, consider Russia as a leading and promising
market, offering further sales expansion opportunities.
Marco Boccalari, Eastern Europe sales manager,
says: “I am optimistic, I have been working in Russia for twenty years and I see growing interest in
our technology. We are looking at the Russian market with great attention, because it offers wide margins for growth and expansion".
The evolution of the domestic market, its structure
and the culture of industry operators are supporting the growth of machinery export from Italy, presses first. “In spite of the crisis, we are still recording excellent results, there is a proactive approach. In the past
decade, customers
have changed their
attitude, they know
us better, they are
competent and accurate: they look for
quality in machinery
Marco Boccalari.
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uct, with an eye to export. Major investments that
used to be handled light-heartedly are now based
on accurate analysis of demand and market research”. All partners are local manufacturers,
from handicraft businesses to big industrial companies, up to niche producers using special materials, who may be interested in single presses or
highly automated plants. “In this way, we can cover the full spectrum of product and price needs,
and we stand out on the market with the quality and
high technology of our presses”.

focus on russia

PARTNERSHIP TO GROW
“My experience in the Russian market started in
1973 at the first edition of “Lesdrevmasch” in
Moscow. Today, although our company has been
investing for three years, the Russian market is no
longer a priority. We see no interesting development
at present, though
we keep sending out
offers. Some chance
may be generated
by the partnership
we have established
with Scm Engineering Group also in
Leopoldo Brocca.
Russia: we are collaborating on joint
projects in constructions, with our machines for glulam beams for roofs and floor combined with their
technology up to working centers”. That’s Leopoldo Brocca, sales manager for the Russian region
at Paoletti, based in Lentiai (Belluno) and founded in 1962 to specialize in the production of
plants and turnkey installations for glulam beams,
X-Lam walls and finger-jointed panels.
Growth prospects in Russia are mainly based in
possible future growth, still to be consolidated. At
present, adds Brocca, “…big acquisitions of machining lines are mainly finalized in Germany or
Slovenia, not in Italy”.
Paoletti is a very flexible, innovative small manufacturing company with 10 to 15 employees according to business volumes. “Through the partnership with Scm Group, we can develop new potential in synergy, with positive impact on our product that is mainly designed for solid wood fingerjointing operations, and specific gluing, planing and
clamping systems for furniture, windows and constructions”.
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UNITED FOR EXPORT
Founded in 1981 as an import-export company,
Koimpex (based in Opicina, near Trieste) has grown
into a complex organization, specializing in the sale
of woodworking machinery and plants.
“Kowood” is the business department for
wood industry equipment and technology,
the core business of
the company and the
Vojmir Kocman.
“hub” of widespread
operations in Eastern Europe, with a wide range of services and products to meet the demands of a broad spectrum of
customers.
The company has four offices in Russia: Moscow,
Ekaterinburg, Saint Petersburg and Sochi. “The
Russian market is definitely important for us, but
it presents several problems”, says Koimpex President, Vojmir Kocman. “Many furniture producers
or wood industry operators cannot invest in new
machines and lines, and today it is easy to find used
equipment from European factories that have
closed down”.
To grow in business, we need a strong and united
country, similar to Germany. “Probably we are still
too static, we stand still and watch, German companies are moving faster and they stand more united. This is a strong constraint to our innovation capacity”. On the whole, the Russian market is
changing skin, and technology is a key driver for
a quality leap. “The most wanted products now are
electronic machines, working centers and panel
saws, and also painting lines. Our competition is
represented by used equipment and Chinese products, which are the favorite choice for newly established companies. Once they have started, then
they buy our machines”.
New trends on the Russian market will soon reverse
the approach of operators. “In the past, Russians purchased finished products like doors from Italy. Now
they want to manufacture them themselves, so they
are looking for technology and know-how". ■

TECHNOLOGY

for the production of

anti-seismic,

LOW
energy

consuming
design:lissak.com

wooden buildings

НОЛОГИЧЕСКИЕ
ННЫХ ДОМОВ С НИЗК
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SPANEVELLO

INSTALMEC

THREE X-LAM LINES IN RUSSIA

INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS

X-Lam (Clt) panels are expanding rapidly throughout the
world as a new technology to build low-cost wooden buildings with high anti-seismic resistance and low energy consumption. The best European experts in the certification
of glulam-beam structures say that this technology will represent the future of the construction industry.
As an international reference for this new construction
method, the Italian company Spanevello (been designing and manufacturing complete woodworking machines and plants for over 50 years, with more than 720
jointing lines installed in over 50 different countries. For
15 years, it has been successfully operating in Russia,
Belarus and Ukraine with over 170 projects successfully implemented.
As to X-Lam, three new-generation plants have been recently developed in Italy and another one is being finalized in Russia, boasting unique and advanced features.
All three Italian lines have obtained Ec marking of the panel proving that the experience provides measurable results.
Leveraging partnerships with other complementary organizations, Spanevello can provide “turnkey” solutions
with a high customization level.
In Treviso (Italy) a plant has been started up playing a very
important role for the construction of new wooden houses for people involved in the Abruzzo earthquake in 2009.
One hundred cubic meters of X-Lam panels produced
every day, that is one thousand squared meters: 400 buildings have been built.
Spanevello has a very proactive approach also to promotion and information: the company has held conferences about new construction methods in cooperation with
Cnr-Ivalsa. These events have aroused attention from all
over the world, with cooperation requests from Russia, the
United States, Australia and New Zealand. ■

Conference about new frontiers in wood constructions Verona, March 2011.
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Instalmec (www.instalmec.it) has been designing and
building plants for the production of particle boards, Mdf
and Osb for over 30 years paying special attention to the
study and development of innovative solutions meant to
save energy and reduce wear and maintenance costs.
Recently they have started up a state of the art “Mdf Dryer” whose throughput is 15 ton/h of fiber, equipped with
a washing system for exhaust gases and heat recovery
system. Thanks to the installation of new technologies like
the “lpd” (low pressure drop) cyclones, it has been possible to reduce the absorption of the cyclones by 60 percent, to recover 1.200.000 kcal/h and to bring down dusts
and formaldehyde emissions.
One more recent innovation concerning Mdf plants regards
the 35 ton/h new fibre separator installed at Gruppo Frati.
It is the first separator whose fan is installed in vacuum.
In such a way the fibre is not damaged by the impact of
the fan blades. Thanks to its innovative operating principle
it manages to eliminate also the wood particles which leak
from the defibrator when its discs are too worn. For the
particle board industry, Instalmec developed a plant
which cleans recycled wood, guaranteeing an over 95
percent cleaning efficiency. One of the most interesting
features of this plant is the possibility to tune the silica
content in the panel thanks to the innovative pneumatic screen which can separate the silica by eliminating the
fraction below.
Various innovations for particle board dryers have been also
developed know-how to update existing dryers. In these
days Instalmec is also creating small-size plants for the production of particle board, Mdf and Osb panels. Interesting innovations in the sector of the pellet plants have been
developed as well. Like the 30 ton/h gravimetric separator installed at La Tiesse improves the dryer performance
and removes even the smallest foreign bodies. ■

STEFANI

GABBIANI-MAHROS AND SCM

TO EDGE-BAND WITH A FINGER

“GALAXY” AND “SIGMA”

A simple touch of the screen is required for Stefani “One
Touch” (www.scmgroup.com) to change edge, glue and
tool radius: a revolution in the world of edge-banding enabling differentiated production just in time. The result of
very high level technological development, “One Touch”
is a byword for ergonomic, automatic and quality edgebanding. Compact, flexible and highly productive, Stefani “One Touch” performs processing changes without
having to access cabins.
The “Smart Edge” device enables edge changeover simply by inserting the start of the new edge at the side of
the machine without the operator having to move from their
position in front of the Pc.
“Easy Glue Industry” is a new glue distribution system.
This system enables up to five different types of glue
(colour and type) to be changed in only a few minutes.
Hot-melt and polyurethane glue can be used. The glue
change occurs with the cabin closed simply by pressing
a control on the touch-screen monitor.
“One Touch” is designed using three exclusive Stefani
patents including the new “Round-I” round corner trimmer fitted with the “Multiedge Kit” for automatic
changeover of two radiuses and an infinite number of thin
edges without the need for tool changeover.
The “One Touch” working units are located on the new
framework designed to process without vibrations and to
ensure clean cabins. It is easy and quick to use thanks
to an interface which guides the operator during programming providing instructions of what to do rather than
how to do it. ■

Gabbiani-Mahros present a fully automated cell for medium to large-sized furniture manufacturers seeking high
productivity and flexibility, for individual sheets and
stacks, while maintaining excellent quality.
The cell consists of the “Galaxy 3 130” single-blade panel saw and the “Flexstore” three-axis loading gantry, both
featuring robust structures, high quality components and
great reliability. The cell design is also new and has a store
area which can be configured with various depositing stations fed by pickup stations. The gantry arm, equipped
with suction cups, picks up the panels loaded in the starting position and creates a stack of panels which will be
used for directly feeding the panel saw.

“Flexstore”.

For the craftsman Scm presents “Sigma Prima 67 P”, the
new model of panel saw for small to mid-sized shops. The
new loading platform streamlines the work flow and the new
design offers many features: carriage speed up to 80m/min
and pusher speed at 50 m/min with brushless motors, magnetic band for the pusher positioning and a rack and pinion for the carriage transmission. “Sigma Prima 67 P” is available in three cutting sizes 3300, 3800 and 4300mm. All versions making use of the 2200mm loading depth. ■

“Sigma Prima 67 P”.
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ALIPRANDI

DDX

TOOLS’ LONG EXPERIENCE

LEADER OF THE FUTURE

Aliprandi snc (www.aliprandi.it) is an Italian firm with a
long experience in the field of tools for wood working, aluminium and plastic, and produces tools either in solid carbide or carbide tipped.
The service and the performance offered go together to
the commitment to search high quality materials and more
advanced solutions with technological machinery, in order to assure good products able to solve and satisfy every
working needs.
The standard range of products, results of many year experience in search and production, includes: straight router
bits, drills and boring bits, diamond routers and drills, solid carbide spiral milling cutters, bits with reversible knives,
chucks and collets, profiling and trimming bits, Tct knives.
The Aliprandi production includes also special tools, on
the base of particular requests of each customer.
Besides wood field, in the last years the Aliprandi turns
its production also to the tools for plastic and aluminium
materials, because of the combining between this field
with the wood: for this use, the Aliprandi produces standard and special tools with particular geometries for the
best finishing on plastic and aluminium.
Aliprandi deeply believes in the “made in Italy” and in
the Italian know-how, in order to offer a quality article and
obtain reliance and respect of national and international customers. ■

DDX (www.ddxgroup.com) has become one of the most
important companies in the developing of software solutions for the woodworking field, especially for windows,
doors, staircases and woodworking with 3, 4 and 5 axis.
DDX’s success at the last Ligna exhibition in Hannover
confirms once again that the software house is well-known
also on the international scene with 70 percent of foreign
customers all around the world.
“It is not easy to choose the software and the technology which best meets the requirements of the customer”,
says one of the expert of DDX, “that’s why we operate
closely with Nc-machine producers and toolmakers to
reach the best solution for the customer”.
The several Cad/Cam systems provided by DDX are extremely versatile and can manage the working process
of the most important machine producers: it is then possible to reduce training
time, development
costs and tests. “We
are 100 percent on
the side of the customer: we want to be a
reliable partner for
them and to create
long-term relationships
and not to get merely
an order”.
DDX means innovation
and change: its R&D
department works constantly to keep its customer always up to
date and to improve
software performances
in order to make them
easier to use. During the Ligna exhibition in Hannover, for
instance, DDX presented its latest news and they had great
success. This confirms once again that their technology
is a step ahead of market needs.
DDX is also aware that technology is not enough to fully satisfy the customer requirements: as a matter of fact
this company provides complete solutions, including not
only the software, but also configuration, installment, training, update and assistance services. By visiting the website www.ddxgroup.com it is also possible to download
the latest updates of the software, to compare the different
version, to evaluate improvements and modifications and
to discover new functions. ■
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GIBEN INTERNATIONAL

MORBIDELLI

NEW PRODUCT LINES AND MORE…

“UNIFLEX HP”: PRODUCTIVITY AND FLEXIBILITY

Giben International, (www.giben.it) a leader in the panel saws and cutting centers industry, known around the
world for innovation and quality, expands its offer by adding
new product lines, complementary to the sectioning
range cutting range. These new lines come thanks to the
joint venture agreements with major international partners,
belonging to edging and Cnc sectors, with the aim of supporting the most comprehensive offer ever, increasing market competition. Giben Edge Division: coming in strong
from years of edge banding manufacturing experience at
the Brazil plant, today Giben extends its range to the world
thanks to a technical/commercial JV agreement signed with
one of the most important global players. As usual, Giben
will present a unique range for technology, quality, robustness, performance, reliability and affordable prices.
Giben Cnc Division: the technical/commercial joint
venture agreement between Giben Group and Anderson
Group makes Giben the new player in the worldwide markets for all industries and all types of products from the
"point-to-point” to a range of complete nesting line with
loading, unloading and labelling solutions, to the most important routers. With this JV, the Bologna-based company
is now able to offer its own Cnc line branded as "Giben
by Anderson”. Special Projects Division: for many years,
Giben’s cutting centers have been recognized as the best
and most qualified in the panel saws industry and won
several contracts in emerging markets like China, India
and South America. Now, the offer has been extended further to the handling systems and includes the star cooler after the press, the automatic storage, the sanding line
and the cutting line for single boards or book. Always with
the division "Special Projects", Giben supplies studies for
the furniture industry with integrated software solutions,
including cutting, edging and Cnc, as well as achievements of automatic Cartesian warehouses, before the cutting process along with a range of offloading bridge stackers specifically designed for angular panel saws. ■

Morbidelli’s (www.scmgroup.com) new “Uniflex HP” integrates the effectiveness of a cell and the flexibility of a
work centre for drilling, routing, blade cutting and hardware insertion.
“Uniflex HP” features two machining heads fitted with 48
vertical spindles, up to 18 horizontal spindles, a 9 Hp manual electro-spindle with Hsk 63 taper and a fixed or automatic blade unit, which can rotate from 0° to 90°.
The drilling units are fitted with the latest horizontal and vertical spindles that offer: improved drilling finish quality,
even in the most demanding situations, thanks to a 25 percent wider stem and an improved stiffness of 50 percent;
doubled average life time compared to the previous model, guaranteeing maximum performance and an increased
lifespan; increased drilling speed with rotation speeds up
to 8000rpm, allow for improved machine productivity;
unique rigidity of the "drilling unit-tool” system, extremely simple machine re-fixturing and the new “Weldon” couplings, with direct connection between tool and spindle.
Many are the advanteges like the increase in productivity due to the ability to perform drilling diagrams with
less machining phases; the faster work cycles: the new
geometry of the workpiece reduces the repositioning
movements. And yet maximum precision and machining quality: a digital control instantly checks that the
dimensions of the workpiece in the machine and matchs
the data in the system.
Last but not least is the elimination of down time: the many
independent spindles available eliminate the many machine stops required to fixture the machining heads. ■
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MAURIMACCHINE

GIARDINA FINISHING

FINISHING PLANTS

ADVANCED FINISHING TECHNOLOGY
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Since 1972 Maurimacchine (www.maurimacchine.com)
has been designing and manufacturing painting and drying systems for the wood industry following a development which took the company in a few years to be on the
market all over the world. Actually the production range
includes finishing machines and lines
for mouldings, panels, doors,
windows, beams, turnings and
special finishing machines
and lines.
The automatic machine for beams
model “IT” allows
to apply impregnation coats on
big size pieces
like beams and pillars on all sides.
The machine is composed with a special roller feed
Spray machine model “2VE”.
track, an application flow coating
group, a group to remove the excess of material by air blowers and a drying group with infrared lamps.
One of Maurimacchine’s models of spray machines for profiles, the model “2VE”: this spraying machine is equipped
with two stainless-steel spray teflon-coated tank installed
on top of a stainless-steel removable carriage and with an
easily accessible system of air extraction and filtering. The
transport system is made by three guided feed belts with
speed adjustable by inverter. ■

Automatic machine for beams model “IT”.
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Microwawes oven “Mos”.

Giardina Finishing srl (www.giardinafinishing.it) operates
in woodworking, glass and plastic finishing offering a wide
range of the most sophisticated and technologically advanced lacquering systems.
The production range in the wood industry covers almost
the totality of the applications from painting of flat or raised
panels, doors and windows, to assembled furniture or 3D
pieces, turnings, mouldings, parquet
and materials for the building
trade and so on.
The attention dedicated
to the punctual request
of the market has sustained Giardina
in the continuous research
and application
of new technoloSpray machine “Dualtech 410”.
gies which could
guarantee a better productivity of the plants also for small batches, high quality of the painted pieces, a reduction of the environment
impact.
The environment safeguard is one of the main targets of
Giardina, demonstrated by the successful introduction of
the system “Mos” with selected micro-waves for the curing of water-born paints, being the most revolutionary curing system actually on the market since it allows to employ in a sure and industrial way the technology of water based products.
The last Ligna fair in Hannover was the occasion to demonstrate the application of the “Mos” system on panels with
waterbased Uv paints cured by means of a low-consumption “Uv Plus” oven and to show a new type of compact spray robot for flexible painting for small batches or
production on demand. ■

Drying timber is no longer
enough: raw material drying
plant manufacturers work
to improve process control
functions and to expand
applications, from heat
treatment to pellets,
supporting customers
with ad-hoc services.
For drying plants, technologically “mature” products, apart from the constant improvement of
functionality, there are three ways out of the crisis.
First, expanding the use of electronics, which provides for more and more accurate control of the drying process. Second, expand the possible applications of drying cells, especially in the field of renewable energy from wood biomass, and more generally heat treatments. Third, put the customer at
the core of service, offering proactive support even
at long distances by leveraging IT and the Web.

THE WORST IS OVER

Focus
on drying

Caution and optimism is the combined attitude of
Domenico Musumeci, managing director of Secal, based in Resana, near Treviso. “For traditional high-quality dryers, the market is starting to show
signs of recovery, though inconsistent. As a matter of fact, the second half of last year was positive,
so we thought there would be a trend reversal, but
now it’s slowing down again. Chances for steady
recovery are concentrated in foreign markets. In
Italy, the only dynamic business is heat treatment
and pallet drying. Secal is a manufacturing company with 20 people, exporting 90 percent of production mainly to Eastern Europe. It is also active
in Western Europe, Central and South America, and
Africa. According to Musumeci, the Asian market

Drying cell by Secal.
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BETWEEN INNOVATION
AND CUSTOMER SERVICE.
WAITING FOR RECOVERY
PROCESS UNDER CONTROL

is now fully controlled by local manufacturers.
Forecasts for 2011? “After the 2009 drop, 2010 remained at the same levels. And also 2011 will keep
stable. Further reductions of business volumes
would not be sustainable. We are very cautious, but
I am moderately optimistic, because I see a liveliness that was not there last year. Secal’s key
strengths are electronics and pallet treatment
plants. Secal also offers appreciated ICT-based
support and consulting services, meeting the requirements of customers in very remote locations.
Our products – adds Musumeci – are at the highend of the market, less subject to competition. Our
production volume has slightly decreased, but more
and more often we win orders for large plants, more
complex and sophisticated in terms of design and
integration with other equipment already installed
by the customer”. Secal is very keen on customer
loyalty, an essential factor when there new investors
hardly emerge. “Just an example: we have a customer who has purchased 2-3 dryers every year
for the past 11 years. Currently, he has 26 Secal
dryers and is one of our big sponsors, as well as
a real friend. We also supply dryers for other materials than wood. I really hope the worst is over for
the drying sector. What matters is to be ready when
the real recovery starts. And Secal will be.”
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Conventional and heat pump dryers for wood are
one of the business areas of Coral, based in Volpiano, Turin, employing 7 people and about ten agents
for sales and customer service for all product categories. Maybe it’s excessive to talk about recovery, but there are signals that feed expectations for
a change. “Until last autumn, the market was
quite static – says Mario Narissi, Coral sales manager –, but in recent months we have seen an increase in demand, resulting into offers that seem
to be turning into real orders. So, we are looking out
with great attention to 2011 and we think it can be
better than last year”. Coral’s foreign business (with
export representing at least 80% of production) is
focused in Eastern Europe, the Middle East, Asia,
Indonesia, Malaysia, North and Central Africa,
South America.
For business development, what makes
the difference is innovation in the areas
of process control
and after-sales services. “In the producMario Narissi.
tion of conventional
Drying cells by Coral.

dryers, technological development has been
mainly focused on the management of the drying
cycle, both direct and indirect: programs are getting more sophisticated and, with new electronic
and software systems, enhanced process control
is pursued. For the rest, we are evaluating possible development for our pellet processing equipment”. Drying programs and cycles are more and
more advanced and offer multiple options according
to the operator’s experience and the wood species.
“The drying process parameters may vary according to production requirements to meet the
schedule of pending orders”. Another key area for
Coral is customer service, including the remote management of abnormal operation and failures by engineers from the headquarters. “We are developing software monitoring and fixing, limited to a certain distance and range of issues, by our engineers
remotely. We will implement this to improve the level of technical service, further reducing costs for
traveling engineers".

LOOKING AT PELLETS
In Italy, there is no raw material to dry, so the manufacturers of wood drying technology are forced to
look abroad. That’s a statement by Adriano Stocco, owner of Instalmec, based in San Giorgio di
Nogaro (Udine), manufacturers of wood-based panel machinery and plants (for particleboard, mdf and
osb), recycled wood cleaning equipment, pellet and
pallet block production plants. The new frontiers are
Bosnia-Herzegovina, Russia, Ukraine; 70 percent
of export is shipped all over the world, mainly to Europe, Asia and the Middle East. “Italy offers little opportunities at present, but we have more requests
from abroad, especially in biomass and energy. This
industry might have interesting development also
in Italy, but there is strong competition with panel
producers for raw material".
Instalmec is betting hard on this: “We are developing
turnkey plants to generate 1 MW electric power combined with a pellet production process, so as to exploit 100 percent of thermal power with great
benefits, and customers are really interested”. Innovation also involves pellet dryers that, running at
moderate temperature, dry pellets without causing
the distillation of natural resin found in wood (increasing the heating power and reducing the
emission of volatile organic substances); another
step is the reversal of the pellet drying path, putting
a gravity separator at the beginning of the drying

Pellet dryer by Instalmec.

process. Wet particles are introduced from above
into the gravity separator, they fall down into the
stream of hot gas coming from the lower section of
the machine. The stream cleans wood from polluting substances like sand, glass, plastic and metals, and at the same time wood is partially dried. The
drying process continues in the drying section
- consisting of a special
tube - where wood particles are conveyed and
dried by hot gas”. This
process is effective especially with recycled
wood, where inert maAdriano Stocco.
terials can wear the
equipment and cause
fire due to overheating.
In times of crisis, innovation does not overlook energy saving, as witnessed by dryers for particleboard production or new Low Pressure Drop (Lpd)
cyclones for mdf panel fiber dryers, and the upgrade of existing plants for the recycling of waste
materials: “we have developed maintenance operations on existing machines that reduce energy
consumption by 25-30 percent”.

DOUBLE TRACK FOR GROWTH
Isve, based in Borgo Poncarale, near Brescia, manufacture vacuum dryers and continuous/discontinuous vacuum systems, plus heat treatment,
staining, spraying, crushing and milling, steaming
and handling equipment, and digital moisture
meters. The company has two divisions for wood
Treatment and Recycling (reuse of non-ferrous
wastes). The Recycling division has a new factoJuly-August 2011 XYLON INTERNATIONAL 85

focus on panel edgebanding

ry in Shanghai, China, opened in 2009 as a strategic springboard for future growth in target markets.
That’s Pierluigi Cordua, managing director of Isve.
“The reference market for dryers is abroad and the
most interesting trends are recorded in the Asian
region and South America”. The construction industry is an essential driver. “The economic situation and growth rates in these regions are also related to the strong development of the real estate
market. There is a link between this trend and the
demand for furniture and wood items".
Compared to the past two years, also the European
market is taking some timid steps, it’s a weary market where innovation is more requested. That’s why
Ispe is working on a
double track: “we try
too sell traditional
products to emerging
markets and innovative solutions to historical markets. For
Europe and Italy, we
have patented the
Pierluigi Cordua.
“HT VST” wood
treatment plants.
With these autoclaves, different wood species can
be stabilized and colored, while preserving their
grain and natural beauty. “It’s the same concept as
a traditional dryer, but some technical settings have
been modified and, today, it has become a different machine”. Responding to market demand for
the reduction of raw material consumption, this
process allows to exploit also common species: “for
instance, fir wood can take up the color and texture of a darker, more valuable wood”. The new system, devised about eighteen months ago, is mainly addressed to parquet and furniture producers.
“Today, the more operations a machine can carry
out, the better it is. We have acquired the know-how,

“HT VST” wood treatment plant by Isve.
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and now we must understand how to improve performance even further, identify possible applications for this process to change the functional and
visual properties of raw material by means of an
accurately developed process".

INNOVATION AT THE FOREFRONT
Ernesto Pagnozzi, manager of Wde Maspell
from Terni (specializing in the production of vacuum drying technology for wood), sees some signs
of recovery, but we still have to wait to get tangible results. “Recovery, announced in the second
half of 2010, did not arrive, as potential investors
got into a crisis or decided to wait and see what
happened, postponing investments to
2011, probably in the
second half. In some
European countries
– not in Italy, points
out Pagnozzi – there
are signs of a rally, as
a significant portion
Ernesto Pagnozzi.
of our top customers

The Wde Maspell factory with three vacuum dryers
under construction, models “Roll” with 10 cubic meter
capacity and “Roll” with 12 cubic meter capacity.

have expressed the need for new investments, but
they are still held back by the current situation of
uncertainty”.
Wde Maspell has manufacturing sites in Italy and
several foreign countries (United States, Brazil, China, Egypt), either directly or though joint ventures;
90 percent of machines produced in Italy are exported. To build their machinery, they collaborate
with external partners to outsource production. Design, provisioning, quality control, administration,
sales and service are handled in house with a team
including from 25 to 40 people as needed.
The key to be competitive on the markets is always
the same: product innovation. “In the past two years,

A Dryer-Wood
plant supplied
to the Sopron
University
(Hungary).

The Wde Maspell factory with a vacuum dryer ready
for delivery, model “Square” with 50 cubic meter capacity.

as a result of a collaboration agreement for research
with Cnr Ivalsa, we have developed a new machine
that combines vacuum drying with thermal-chemical treatment at high temperature and under
vacuum, called “Termovuoto””. Briefly stated, the
same machine can dry wood under vacuum first,
to reduce moisture to very low levels (2-3%), and
then goes on with the “Termovuoto” process, placing wood in a highly rarefied atmosphere (vacuum)
at temperatures from 180 to 230 °C, thus causing
thermal-chemical transformation through the evaporation of hemicellulose, cellulose and lignin, consequently varying its chemical and physical properties. As a result, wood becomes consistently darker across its thickness, with improved durability and
hygroscopic features. “We are now ready to commission the first fully automated industrial prototype
of our “Termovuoto” system with Plc control, performing the double function of vacuum drying and
thermal-chemical treatment”.

COMMUNICATION FIRST
“Small” companies are still suffering from the consequences of crisis.
This is also due to a market situation that punishes the fragmentation of companies and cannot combine their competitive potential. This is the opinion
of Gionni Gusella, owner of Dryer-Wood, a handicraft business based in Romano d’Ezzelino near
Vicenza, with up to 80 percent export shares mainly to Africa, Brazil and Russia. These are leading
markets, rich in raw material wood, ideal destinations for the manufacturers of dryers, steaming plant,
heat treatment and drying ovens for biomass. “I
think the situation is still critical, especially in Italy.
After encouraging signs in 2010, we thought the
crisis was going to finish, but recovery has turned
out to be slower than we had perceived”.
Gusella’s question is clear: apart from the crisis,

what is really affecting the business of a
company on the
global scenario, its
organization or the
market itself? It’s not
easy to answer.
Gionni Gusella.
“Probably, our industry has been overexploited for a long time, or copied for the past 30
years, so we should turn to more innovative products, such as biomass or renewable energy, to offer a product that leaves no margins to competitors. Also the fragmentation of companies on the
market reduces effectiveness: we should work like
in Germany, where companies can team up and
promote their quality. In this way, cost becomes a
secondary factor”. This is related to another widespread issue, the capacity to communicate with the
reference market, which is affected by the lack of resources to invest. For small companies that don’t have
a strong brand but offer quality, differentiating their
product in a market divided between low-cost
goods from China and high-end products, even by
just attending industry exhibitions or leveraging adequate organization,
is not always easy.
“Today, to be competitive, you have to
show and convince.
That’s why we invest
in the production of
brochures, catalogs
and information materials. We want to
communicate what
The components
we produce in the
and spares
warehouse
best possible way".
at Dryer-Wood.

by Olivia Rabbi ■
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“made in Italy” video on line

www.italianwoodtech.com

we'll wait for you...

CONTACTS

PRODUCTION SYSTEMS AND TECHNOLOGIES

Primary processing
COSTRUZIONI MECCANICHE
MODESTO NINO srl

ANGELO CREMONA spa

Via Ciro Di Pers 68
I-33030 Majano (UD)
phone +39 0432 959036
fax +39 0432 959036
www.modesto.it - info@modesto.it

Viale Lombardia, 275
I-20052 Monza (MI)
phone +39 02 660381
fax +39 02 6603825
www.angelo-cremona.com
mailbox@angelo-cremona.com

Our production of woodworking
machines: edger, cross-cutter.

Machinery and services for plywood
and sliced veneer production.
Peeling lines, dryers, presses
and finishing lines; horizontal,
vertical and rotary slicers,
press dryers and clipping lines.

PRIMULTINI spa
Viale Europa, 70
I-36035 Marano Vicentino (VI)
phone +39 0445 560333
fax +39 0445 560334
www.primultini.it - info@primultini.it

BONGIOANNI srl
Via Provinciale Revello, 89
I-12030 Envie (CN)
phone +39 0175 277261
fax +39 0175 277265
www.bongioanni.com
info@bongioanni.com
Vertical and horizontal log band
saws. Log carriages with variable axis.
Canter. Integrated working units
with circular blade. Vertical and
horizontal band resaw systems.
Multi-rip saws and edgers. Log
profiling units. Complete sawmill
systems for mass production.

The easiest way
to find
the partner
you need...

Wood processing machinery
and systems for sawmills.
Vertical and tilted log band saws,
log carriages with independent
headblocks, tandem headrig,
chipping canter, one-headrig and
twin resaws, multi rip saws,
automatic edging line and saw
servicing equipment.

STORTI spa
Via F. Dioli, 11
I-26045 Motta Baluffi (CR)
phone +39 0375 968311
fax +39 0375 968310
www.storti.it - sales@storti.it
Sawmill machines and lines:
canter groups, prismatic machines,
edgers, cross cutting machines,
multi rip saws, mechanizations,
slabs recovering lines
and logs sorting lines.
Nailing machines and lines: nailing
machines and auxiliary machines
(milling machines, branders, etc.).
Packs treatment machines and lines:
boards stackers and packed wood
registering-sectioning machines.
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Secondary processing
BIESSE spa

A.C.M. srl
Via A. Einstein, 7 I-42017 Novellara (RE)
phone +39 0522 661284
fax +39 0522 653433
www.acmitaly.com
acm@acmitaly.com
ACM presents LINEA the horizontal
made in italy beam saw that stands
out for its high quality and cutting
edge technology. Furthermore Acm,
since more than 30 years,
is specialized in the production
of band saws for wood and special
materials Ø from 400 up to 940 mm,
re-sawing machines Ø from 740 up
to 940 mm, band saws with sliding
carriage, inclinable band saws,
special band saws, oscillating
belt sander machines
and brushing machines.
The big experience, the
collaboration of specialized staff
and the organization turns
to market’s requirements allow
Acm to be a reliable and qualified
partner. Acm is at disposal also
for project of special execution
machines on base of specific
requirements (special material,
increased cutting height,
reversed execution, etc.)

Via della Meccanica, 16
I-61122 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 439100
fax +39 0721 453248
www.biesse.com - sales@biesse.it
The Biesse Wood Division product
line includes panel sizing centres,
vertical panel saws, manual and
automatic edgebanders,
squaring/edgebanding machines,
sanders, cnc machining centres,
routers, through feed boring
and inserting machines, material
handling equipment and packaging.

AGAZZANI srl
Via M. Minghetti, 13
I-41012 Carpi (MO)
phone +39 059 6222511
fax +39 059 641666
www.agazzani.it - info@agazzani.it
Complete range of band saws from
Mod. 400 to Mod. 1050 combined
with a number of optionals. Range
of band resawing machines Mod.
800-900-950 equippable with feeding
device. Range of quick and sturdy
single-blade Cut-off saws
with blade diam. 350-500-600.

CURSAL srl
Via Bradolini, 38/a I-31020 San Fior (TV)
phone +39 0438 400963
fax +39 0438 401851
www.cursal.com - info@cursal.com
Cross cutting-Top speed
optimization-Automation
Cursal is the specialized Italian
company that produces the most
complete series of: crosscut saws
for wood and assimilated;
loading-unloading automations;
turnkey solutions and customised
cutting configurations for small,
medium, large sections; integration
into processing cycles from the large
sawmill production to semi-finished;
specific accessories and modular
components: Nc with software
interfaces, optical scanners for
automatic detection of
lengths-widths-defects, moisture
meters, printers etc.; personalized
advice for advanced systems;
complete and, on time, domestic and
foreign mechanic/electronic support.

ELWOOD snc
di Bossi Franco e c.
Viale Industria, 66/2
I-27029 Gambolò (PV)
phone +39 0381 641279
fax +39 0381 648791
www.elwoodmac.it
info@elwoodmac.it
Over 30 years of experience
in designing and manufacturing
a wide range of edge banding
machines for both small and medium
companies and for industrial
productions.
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Auxiliary machines
and equipments

SCM GROUP spa
ESSETRE spa
Via del Terziario, 20 I-36016 Thiene (VI)
phone +39 0445 365999
fax +39 0445 360195
www.essetre.com - info@essetre.com
Cnc machining centers to carry out
beams, roofs and wooden
elements for prefabricated houses,
structures for playgrounds,
walls and "block house”.
Cnc machining centers for
processing windows, doors,
arches, interior doors and stairs.
Automatic trimming line
for the automatic trimming
of pvc on doors and panels.
Automatic lines for milling,
cutting, edging plans
for kitchen tops and shelves.
Cnc machining centers for machining
curved elements, chairs, frames,
sofas, furniture. Cnc machining
centers for processing specific
doors and panels.
Automatic lines for carrying
out boring and milling
on furniture elements as drawers'
fonts, doors of wardrobes.
Special machines on request.

PUTSCH-MENICONI spa
Via Irlanda, 1 I-53036 Poggibonsi (SI)
phone + 39 0577 90311
fax + 39 0577 979335
www.putschmeniconi.com
info@putschmeniconi.com
Manual and automatic vertical panel
saws for cutting wooden panels,
plastic and acm products. Welded
steel frames, to grant rigidity and
precision. Special applications
allowing the possibility to make also
grooving on sandwich panels for
folding. Automatic horizontal beam
saws with many different
configurations accordingly
to the panel sizes and thickness
requirements.

Via Emilia, 77 I-47900 Rimini
phone +39 0541 700111
fax +39 0541 700232
www.scmgroup.com
scmgroup@scmgroup.com
Woodworking machinery:
the widest range of products.

VISCAT FULGOR srl

VEBA MECCANICA srl
Via Emilia, 1678 I-47020 Longiano (FC)
phone +39 0547 54323
fax +39 0547 54029
www.veba.it - info@veba.it
The product range is wide in the
sector of traditional woodworking
machines: thicknessing planers,
surface planers, combined
surface-thicknessing planers,
circular saws, spindle moulders,
combined saw-spindle moulder,
universal combined machines,
band-saws.

Viale Santuario, 42
I- 26012 Castelleone (CR)
P.O. Box 52 Castelleone
phone +39 0374 58217
fax +39 0374 57942
www.viscatfulgor.com
info@viscatfulgor.com
Viscat Fulgor, for over 50 years a
leader in the production of flash
butt welding machines, welding
machines for large band saw blades,
sharpening and file sharpening
machines, setting machines, brazing
machines, high-frequency generators
for induction braze-welding and
dust suction units.

MARIO ZAFFARONI & FIGLI srl
Via Centro Industriale Europeo, 24
I-22078 Turate (CO)
phone +39 02 9688453
fax +39 02 9682718
www.zaffaroni.com
info@zaffaroni.com
Panel processing machines and plants.
Special multi-blades panel saws,
longitudinal milling machines
with rollers feeding, working centres
for the “Folding” technology,
flooring industry technology,
doors and modern furnishing
industry technology.
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Tools and auxiliaries
OMAS spa
FINK srl - Woodworking tools

ALIPRANDI snc
Aliprandi Luca, Maurizio e
Paola
Via Manzoni, 10 I-20845 Sovico (MB)
phone +39 039 2013530
fax +39 039 2013491
www.aliprandi.it - aliprandi@aliprandi.it

Via G. Giusti, 15 I-20052 Monza (MB)
phone +39 039 386961-2
fax +39 039 361458
www.finktools.com - fink@finktools.com
Since 1924 Fink produces complete
sets of tools for windows, helicoidal
cutterheads, cutterheads for profiled
knives, cutters in Hw welded circular
saw blades, boring bits, solid carbide
routers and tools for cnc machines.

The Firm Aliprandi is specialized
in the production of wood working
tools in solid carbide and
carbide-tipped, both standard
and special production.

di Crescentini Michele & C.
Via Montanelli, 71 I-61122 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 282420
fax +39 0721 281893
www.cpwoodtools.com
info@cputensili.it - Skype: cputensili
CP Utensili a company with 40 years
of experience in processing
woodworking tools,
is the ideal partner for
tooling solution on demand.
The German Quality Norm
BG-Prüfzert for the high production
standard and an export quote
of 70% confirms the international
prestige of the company.
Flexibility and fast delivery
was always the way to success.

FAPIL srl
Via A. Locatelli, 51/A
I-24019 Zogno (BG)
phone +39 0345 91179
fax +39 0345 92726
www.fapil.it - fapil@fapil.it

Woodworking Tools. Programmed
Tooling Systems for Windows and
Doors. Cutter Heads.
Multi-profile Sets. Circular Saw Blades.
Bits. Planing Knives.

ZUANI srl
Via dell'Artigiano, 57
I-38068 Rovereto (TN)
phone +39 0464 433183
fax +39 0464 436316
www.zuani.it - info@zuani.it

FUL - FABBRICA UTENSILI
LAVORAZIONE LEGNO srl
C.P. UTENSILI snc

Via B. Cellini, 45 I-60019 Senigallia (AN)
phone +39 071 7920718
fax +39 071 7920713
www.omastools.com
info@omastools.com

Via L. Fumagalli, 22
I-22066 Mariano Comense (CO)
phone +39 031 756037
fax +39 031 756851
www.fultools.it - fultools@fultools.it
Ful srl has been producing tools
for the woodworking, plastic and
aluminium for more than 30 years.

SISTEMI srl UNIPERSONALE
Via Montanelli, 70 I-61100 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 28950
fax +39 0721 283476
www.sistemiklein.com
info@sistemiklein.com
Tools for wood-alu and plastic
material working. Tools for automatic
boring machines and router bits for
cnc router machines. M.Conti
measuring devices for the
woodworking industry.
Special devices for door
and windows manufacturers.

Since 1959, Fapil’s mission has been
to design and build cutting tools for
machining wood, board materials
and plastics. Specialists in cnc tooling.
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Zuani Company is a leading
Italian manufacture of tools for
the Woodworking industry.
We are producers of high precision
tooling with tc reversible tips
as well as reversible profiling
cutters for cnc automatic
and traditional woodworking
machineries for wooden windows,
doors and furnitures production.

Surface finishing
CMA ROBOTICS spa

2R IMPIANTI srl Unipersonale
Via Enrico Fermi, 4
I-33082 Azzano Decimo (PN)
phone +39 0434 631358
fax +39 0434 642121
www.2Rimpianti.com
info@2Rimpianti.com
Coating systems for wood and metal.
Systems for aviation single
and twin rail.
Booths and dry water. Carousel
painting. Sprinklers. UV ovens.
Conveyors.
Machinery for gluing of components.
Anthropomorphic robot. Building
customized machines.

Via Pier Paolo Pasolini, 35/15
I-33040 Pradamano (UD)
phone +39 0432 640172
fax +39 0432 640018
www.cmarobotics.com
info@cmarobot.it

MAURI MACCHINE srl

Company specialized in fulfillment of
robotized solutions for painting chairs,
tables and assembled furniture.

ELMAG spa

Via M. Comacini, 12
I-22072 Cermenate (CO)
phone +39 031 771374
fax +39-031 773500
www.maurimacchine.com
commerciale@maurimacchine.com
Finishing machines and lines
for mouldings. Finishing machines
and lines for flat and raised panels.
Finishing machines and lines
for doors and windows.
Special finishing machines and lines.

Viale Elvezia, 35 I-20052 Monza (MB)
phone +39 039 23611
fax +39 039 328202
www.elmag.it - info@elmag.it
Lacquering and printing lines for
furniture panels, hardboard, mdf or
chipboard panels, doors or parquet
flooring with roller or curtain coating
technology and uv or hot air drying
systems. Automatic and robotic spray
lines with vertical dryers,
flat or uv dryers. Lacquering and
printing on coils.

TECNOAZZURRA srl
Via del Tesoro, 210 I-47827 Verucchio
Fraz. Villa Verucchio (RN)
phone +39 0541 678225-678078
fax 39 0541 671144
www.tecnoazzurra.it
info@tecnoazzurra.it
Industrial painting machines as: dry
painting booth, water painting booths,
pressurising painting system
and suspended transport lines.

CEFLA FINISHING GROUP
Via Bicocca 14/c
I-40026 Imola (BO)
phone +39 0541 653441
fax +39 0542 653444
www.ceflafinishinggroup.com
cefla.finishing@cefla.it
Cefla Finishing Group worldwide
leader in the finishing of wooden,
plastic and non-ferrous material
products - designs and manufactures
turnkey painting and wrapping lines
for the wood, glass, metal and plastic
industries, tailored on customer
needs and requirements.

GIARDINA FINISHING srl
Via V. Necchi, 63
I-22060 Figino Serenza (CO)
phone +39 031 7830801
fax +39 031 78165
www.giardinagroup.com
info@giardinagroup.com

VD srl

Finishing plants for the furniture
and construction industry with
application by spray, by roller coaters
and curtain coaters and drying
by Uv dryers, vertical dryers, linear
dryers with microwaves technology.
Complete finishing plants for doors
and windows.
Spray booths.

Via U. Foscolo, 42/44
I-20034 Birone di Giussano (MB)
phone +39 0362 311308
fax +39 0362 335887
www.vdsrl.it
commerciale@vdsrl.it
Wood and plastic finishing system.
Roller coater machines, curtain coaters,
spray robot with single and double
head, hot air - Uv - vertical ovens.
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Dust extraction
systems and filtration

Handling
and commissioning

CASSIOLI srl
O.M.A. IMPIANTI srl
Via Ponticelli, 51
I-51018 Pieve a Nievole (PT)
phone +39 0572 950148
fax +39 0572 953388
www.omaimpianti.com
info@omaimpianti.com
Components and suction plants
for dusts, smokes, fumes. Air
cleaning. Dry and water painting
booths. Pressurized painting plants.
Cleaners with activated charcoal
for solvents. Suction benches and
booths for the sanding powders.
Separator cyclones. Electric fans.
Inverters for the saving of energy.
Filtering groups and handled
sub-stations with mechanical
and automatic cleaning in
counter-current with compressed
air. Storage silos. Sparks bearing
system and automatic extinguishing.
Mills and refiners for wood.
Briquetts presses. Dryers. Pellets
presses. Complete plants for pellets
production. Boilers and warm air
generators for solid fuels.
Industrial insonorizations.

Place Guardavalle, 63
I-53049 Torrita Di Siena (SI)
phone +39 0577 684511
fax +39 0577 686084
www.cassioli.com - info@cassioli.com
From over 40 years we propose
integrated solutions in material
handling and industrial automation
sector. Highly personalisable and
specific systems for furniture
assembling, the automatic storage
and the handling.
Automatic warehouses,
lazer guided vehiculs (lgv),
robotized islands, conveyors,
sorter systems, assembling lines,
tilting units, management softwares.

Delivery
of complete plants

PRIBO srl
Via Nazionale, 12 I-38080 Lardaro (TN)
phone +39 0465 901945
fax +39 0465 901959
www.pribo.it - info@pribo.it
Design, production, installation,
training, technical service for sawmill
machines and plants.
Machines and plants for timber
handling, debarkers for hard-wood
and soft-wood. Technology for
sawmill. Sorting plants up to 50
boxes, stacking and destacking lines
for planks, chipping plants for logs
and discards, plants for poles
processing, planing machines for
round poles, planing lines with
automatic loading and unloading,
impregnation machines.
Machines for the production
of shavings for animal litters.
Grinders for pallets and wood cases.
Assembly tables for carpenters.

Software

DDX srl
Via G. Donizetti, 109/111
I-24030 Brembate di Sopra (BG)
phone +39 035 621093
fax +39 035 333723
www.ddxgroup.com
info@ddxgroup.com
DDX develops Cad/Cam/Cim software
solutions:
"EasyWOOD" for panel and solid
wood machining using 3, 4 and 5
axis; "EasyBEAM" for structures,
houses, walls, beams, rooves,
gazebo, etcetera; "PowerSTAIRS"
for staircases design
and manufacturing; "PowerWIN"
for any kind of windows, french
doors, internal doors, entry doors
and shutters.
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Timber dryers

TERMOLEGNO srl
Via del Sile, 4 - Località Rauscedo
I-33095 San Giorgio della Richinvelda (PN)
phone +39 0427 94190/949802
fax +39 0427 949900
www.termolegno.com
info@termolegno.com
Termolegno: the value of drying
Dryers from 10m3 up to 250 m3,
pre-dryers, mini-dryers, tunnel-type
systems, turnkey drying plants,
dryers for the plant-health thermal
treatment of wooden crates,
control systems, steaming kiln,
electronic moisture tester.

Timber dryers

Wood

Lacquers

BASSO LEGNAMI srl
Via Dell'Artigianato, 6
I-13040 Rovasenda (VC)
phone +39 0161 879797
fax +39 0161 879798
www.bassolegnami.com
basso@bassolegnami.com
Since 2004 our company has started
here in Italy the production
of 3-layer wood elements for
window and door building.
We have been gaining a lot of
experience during these years and
we can now offer them in several
wood species, such as: Okoumé,
Ozigo, Slavonjan Oak, Tulipier
and Lime. All elements are glued
employing a vinylic glue
pvac - d4 - en 205 only.

INDUSTRIA CHIMICA
ADRIATICA spa
Via Sandro Pertini, 52
I-62012 Civitanova Marche (MC)
phone +39 0733 8080
fax +39 0733 808140
www.icaspa.com - info@icaspa.com
Polyurethane coatings, water-based
coatings for interiors and exteriors,
uv-curing coatings, acrylic coatings,
polyester coatings, nitro coatings,
fire-retardant coatings
and pigmented coatings.
Products for parquet floors, special
effects, stains, impregnating agents,
glues and tintometric color systems.

Various
TRA.WOOD srl
Via San Giacomo, 10
I-20862 Arcore (MB)
phone +39 039 6180091
fax +39 039 6015532
Branch Torino: +39 011 8194519
www.trawood.it - info@trawood.it
North America: hardwoods
and softwoods.
Lumber, ripped strips, components
and laminated windows scantlings.
Europe: laminated windows
scantlings and finger jointed.
Asia: laminated windows scantlings.

CONTROL LOGIC srl
Via Ennio, 25 I-20137 Milano
phone +39 02 54100818
fax +39 02 54100764
www.controllogic.it
controllogic@controllogic.it
Spark detectors and fire
extinguishing systems for
industrial dust extraction systems.

SALCHI WOOD COATINGS spa
Via Alcide De Gasperi, 73
I-36060 Romano D'Ezzelino (VI)
phone +39 0424 8386
fax +39 0424 37497
www.salchi.it - info@salchi.it
Polyurethane coatings, water-based
coatings for interiors and exteriors,
uv-curing coatings, acrylic coatings,
polyester coatings, nitro coatings
and pigmented coatings. Special
effects, stains, impregnating agents,
glues and tintometric color systems.
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